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Resum 

 

Les Tecnologies de la Informació i la Comunicació (TIC) juntament amb la 

liberalització del mercat elèctric estan transformant la distribució global de 

l’energia, amb innovacions com les xarxes de distribució elèctrica intel·ligents, la 

factura intel·ligent i la electromobilitat. Les TIC ens permeten controlar el que 

consumim a nivell personal i permeten a les empreses de serveis públics integrar 

de manera més eficient les fonts d’energia renovable i reduir la quantitat d’energia 

que es perd. 

Els últims avenços tracten de millorar els processos existents mitjançant nous 

modes de treball i canvis en el nostre comportament que contribueixin a crear una 

economia més sostenible i baixa en carboni. 

El present projecte final de carrera té com a principal objectiu identificar nous 

canals potencials i innovadors de la resposta a la demanda (DR), un important 

component de la xarxa elèctrica intel·ligent on els consumidors esdevenen un 

element clau, per finalment, analitzar els seus avantatges i inconvenients. 

Per a realitzar tal estudi, s’estudiarà i analitzarà la xarxa elèctrica intel·ligent, el 

concepte de resposta a la demanda, dins d’un context de mercat energètic 

liberalitzat, així com els diferents programes, canals i serveis existents en la 

actualitat. 

En base a aquest anàlisis, es seleccionarà una idea, s’utilitzaran les eines 

necessàries per a implementar-la i, posteriorment, s’avaluaran els beneficis 

econòmics del programa i la seva viabilitat a gran escala. 

  



 

 

 

    

Resumen 

 

Las Tecnologías de la Información y la Comunicación (TIC) juntamente con la 

liberalización del mercado eléctrico están transformando la distribución global de la 

energía, con innovaciones como las redes de distribución eléctrica inteligentes, la 

factura inteligente y la electromovilidad. Las TIC nos permiten controlar lo que 

consumimos a nivel personal y permiten a las empresas de servicios públicos 

integrar de manera más eficaz las fuentes de energía renovable y reducir la 

cantidad de energía que se pierde. 

Los últimos avances tratan de mejorar los procesos existentes mediante nuevos 

modos de trabajo y cambios en nuestro comportamiento que contribuyan a crear 

una economía más sostenible y baja en carbono. 

El presente proyecto final de carrera tiene como principal objetivo identificar nuevos 

canales potenciales e innovadores de la respuesta a la demanda (DR), un 

importante componente de la red eléctrica inteligente donde los consumidores se 

convierten en un elemento clave, para finalmente, analizar sus ventajas e 

inconvenientes. 

Para realizar tal estudio, se estudiará y analizará la red eléctrica inteligente, el 

concepto de respuesta a la demanda, dentro de un contexto de mercado energético 

liberalizado, así como los diferentes programas, canales, y servicios existentes en la 

actualidad. 

En base a este análisis, se seleccionará una idea, se utilizaran las herramientas 

necesarias para implementarla y, posteriormente, se evaluarán los beneficios 

económicos del programa y su viabilidad a gran escala. 
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Abstract 

 

The Information Technology and Communication (ICT) jointly with the liberalization 

of the electric power market are transforming the global energy distribution, with 

innovations such as smart grids, smart bills and electromobility. ICT’s allow us to 

control what we consume on a personal basis and allow utilities to integrate more 

effectively renewable energy sources and reduce the amount of energy lost. 

The latest advances try to improve existing processes through new ways of working 

and changes in human behavior that can help to create a more low-carbon 

sustainable economy. 

This Master Thesis has as a main objective to identify new potential and innovative 

channels of Demand Response (DR), a major component of the Smart Grid where 

the consumers become a key element, and finally, analyze their benefits and 

shortcomings. 

For that purpose, we analyze the smart grid, the demand response concept, within 

a liberalized energy market context, as well as the currently different existing 

programs, channels and services. 

Based on this analysis, we select an idea and we implement its enablers, and 

subsequently, we evaluate the economic benefits of the program and its feasibility 

on a large scale study. 

  



 

 

 

    

Introduction 

Background 

Energy is at the heart of most critical economic, environmental and developmental 

issues facing the world today. Clean, efficient, affordable and reliable energy 

services are indispensable for global prosperity. [0.01] 

Climate change and dwindling fossil fuel resources have boosted awareness in the 

society in the need of an intelligent system that can manage more efficiently and 

safer energy sources, especially renewable energies. This is particularly relevant in 

Spain, given the large amount of wind and solar plants installed. 

In a medium term, it is forecasted the need to serve and integrate the energy 

demand for the emerging market of electric vehicles. 

Smart grids are the forward way, as it will ensure a reliable electricity supply and 

ensure continuous balance between generation and demand through the integration 

of advanced information technologies and telecommunications (ICT) in the energy 

system. 

As an example of its importance, in December 2010, the United Nations General 

Assembly declared 2012 the International Year of Sustainable Energy for All, 

recognizing that “… access to modern affordable energy services in developing 

countries is essential for the achievement of … the Millennium Development Goals 

and sustainable development.” [0.02] 

Along the same lines, member States of the European Union (EU) have made a 

commitment, 20/20/20 policy, to reduce consumption of primary energy by 20% by 

2020. [0.03] 

 

 

Figure 1. 2012 International year of sustainable energy for all, United Nations 
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Problem Statements 

At the scale of large power systems, electricity is essentially non-storable, which 

implies that it must be generated at the instant that it is demanded, thus requiring 

constant balancing of supply and demand.  

Moreover, customers demand for electricity is not constant and varies considerably 

over time, on a seasonal basis, daily or even hourly. 

Furthermore, renewable energy sources are intermittent and the imminent electric 

vehicle calls the need to have a more reliable power system. 

Historically, demand spikes have occurred on occasion as a result of confluence of 

factors, for example, unexpected high demand levels, normally, at the hands of 

weather extremes. 

In contrast, nearly all customers face prices that are fixed across long periods of 

time, so there isn’t any incentive to reduce usage during these infrequent periods of 

high electricity demand. 

This lack of price responsive load, robs the power market of a natural mechanism 

for relieving temporary pressures on prices. 

In addition, a major structural problem has become apparent during the transition 

to a liberalized energy markets. 

In conclusion, there is an urgent need to transform the electric power industry in 

order to cope with the needs of the modern digital society. [0.04] 

 

Objectives 

The objective of this Master Thesis is to provide an innovative Demand Response 

solution that facilitates the integration of social networks with the upcoming Smart 

Grid. 

Then, with the results, we want to discuss about the benefits and shortcomings of 

the program, get some conclusions and see its feasibility on a large scale study. 

Moreover, there is also an informative purpose aimed at all types of reader. 



 

 

 

    

Scope 

This Master Thesis is divided into six chapters. Each chapter discusses different 

aspects of the project. 

 

Chapter 1 is about an introduction and overview of the innovation concept, drivers, 

principles and typologies. 

 

Chapter 2 covers an overview of Smart Grid and Demand Response, the evolution 

of the power grid until nowadays, especially in Spain and in Austria, its importance, 

characteristics, benefits, and existing programs, 

 

Chapter 3 layouts some finer grained concepts that form the goal and purpose of 

this thesis. This chapter is focused on web services, their functionality, OpenADR, a 

research and standards development effort for energy management, and Drupal 

CMS, its functionality, benefits and the social network Twitter integration. 

 

In Chapter 4 is explained in detail the implementation of Drupal website and its 

enablers. 

 

In Chapter 5 we analyze the survey responses and Drupal module, and discuss the 

obtained results. 

 

Finally, the summary of the work and the conclusions of the thesis are given in 

Chapter 6. Future work and recommendations to improve the performance of our 

designed scenario are also proposed.  
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CHAPTER 1. Innovation 

1.1 Defining innovation 

Innovation has been and continues to be an important topic of study for a number 

of different disciplines, including economics, business, engineering, science or 

sociology. Despite the fact that innovation has been studied in a variety of 

disciplines, the term is often poorly understood and sometimes can be confused 

with related terms such as change, invention, design or creativity. Most people can 

provide examples of innovative products such as the electric vehicle (EV), but few 

can clearly define the innovative aspects of these products. Among academics there 

is a difference of opinions about what the term innovation really means [1.01]. One 

definition of innovate (from the participle Latin Innovare: to renew or change) that 

fits with the ideas and concepts used in this Master Thesis is the following: 

Make changes in something established, especially by introducing new 

methods, ideas, or products. [1.02] 

Throughout history, in all areas, sectors and companies, we have found that 

companies and employers have surprised us with their business idea in the form of 

products, processes or services, and may therefore they have been engraved on 

our memory. Although it is difficult to extract a common element, it could be 

argued that the innovation in these business initiatives have played a key role. 

The goal of every organization is the successful development of good ideas. To 

express this development of good ideas in innovation, we can add an addendum to 

our definition: 

Innovation can be defined as the process of making changes to 

something established, by introducing something new that satisfy 

unsatisfied needs of the costumer. 

By describing an innovation as satisfying unsatisfied needs to customers, we 

assume naturally that customers who experience the added value will continue 

using the product, process or service. 

As we will see later, innovations have particular life cycles: today’s innovation will 

become obsolete in the future. For organizations to sustain their mission, they must 

continuously innovate and replace existing products, processes and services with 



 

 

 

    

more effective ones. These activities actually help companies meeting its 

objectives, such as growth, profitability, increased market share or stability. 

Innovation can be defined as the application of new ideas, concepts, 

products, services, technologies or processes intended to be tools to 

increase productivity and satisfy unsatisfied needs of the costumer. 

Finally, from a business point of view, if innovations in new products, processes or 

services, are not accepted by the markets, governments and society, they cannot 

be considered innovations. 

Innovation can be defined as the application of new ideas, concepts, 

products, services, technologies or processes intended to be tools to 

increase productivity, satisfy unsatisfied needs of the costumer, and 

these are accepted by markets, governments and society. 

1.2. Related concepts 

1.2.1. Invention 

Austrian economist Joseph Schumpeter (1926) made a distinction between the 

concepts of invention and innovation. An invention is an idea or model for a new or 

improved product, process or technology. An innovation is a new or improved 

product, process or technology, which is commercially successful on the market. 

Therefore, commercial success is a necessary condition for an invention to become 

an innovation. 

                                             

Example: 

There are several examples of great inventions that generated little or no returns to 

their inventors. In 1947 some scientists at the AT&T laboratories created the first 

transistor in the world. The invention was patented, but the organization was not 

able to find promptly an application for the new device. They did an outstanding job 

with the invention, but failed to develop the innovation. Precisely for that reason in 

1952 AT&T decided to license out the transistor and companies such as Texas 

Instruments, Sony and IBM acquired and then exploited this technology, producing 

billions of revenues. 
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1.2.2. Creativity 

Nowadays, the competitive differentiation is becoming more difficult, and being 

creative is a necessary condition to have more probabilities to succeed with the 

search and exploitation of business opportunities. 

The creativity can be defined as the generation of new ideas, concepts or new 

associations between ideas and concepts already known, which usually produce 

original solutions. 

 

Figure 2. Relation between creativity, innovation and business idea 

Creativity does not just happen. It is a cognitive process that produces new ideas or 

transforms old ideas into updated concepts. We can classify the creative process 

into five steps. 

1.2.2.1 Five steps of the creative process 

1.2.2.1.1. Immersion 

During the immersion or preparation step of the creative process model, we 

become curious after encountering a problem. All the research, organization, goals 

and information collected during this first step will be useful, because it will create 

the necessary conditions to develop the creativity. 

1.2.2.1.2. Incubation 

During the second step, we begin to process our ideas, synthesize all the 

information and start looking for possible alternatives that respond to our problem. 

During this step, we do not actively try to find a solution, but we continue to mull 

over the idea in the back of his head. 

Creativity 

Innovation 

Business 
idea 



 

 

 

    

1.2.2.1.3. Illumination 

As ideas begin to mature and the incubation step is completed, we have an 

illumination or epiphany regarding how to piece our thoughts together in a manner 

that makes sense. The moment of illumination can happen unexpectedly, known as 

serendipity. This is the truly creative step. To facilitate this illumination there are 

various creative techniques focused on breaking down the barriers to creativity and 

stimulate the lateral thinking. The creativity barriers can be classified in: 

 External: barriers that come from the context in which we develop the 

creative process. The most common external barriers are: 

o Company: the company where we work can have different strategies, 

structures or communication channels that make the development of 

the creative process difficult 

o Families: can difficult or dissuade accepting unnecessary risks 

o Society: institutions and society traditions sometimes can disable the 

creativity development 

 Internal: barriers imposed by ourselves which paralyze the proper 

development of the creative process. The most common internal barriers 

are: 

o Mental barriers: our own mindset, preconceived ways of acting that 

we have forged during our lifetime 

o Risk aversion: the risk aversion or the fear of rejection makes the 

decision more difficult 

o Logical thinking inertia: hinder the lateral thinking 

1.2.2.1.4. Verification 

After the illumination, we have to check the validity of the adopted solution. This 

analysis phase is critical because, if it is necessary, we have to correct or readjust 

some of the ideas generated. If we have supervisors or work with clients, we need 

their approval before moving on to the next step. 

1.2.2.1.5. Application 

Finally, diffusion occurs during the implementation and socialization of the solution, 

previously verified. Thus, the application step occurs when we transform our 

thoughts into the final product or service. 
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Figure 3. Five steps of the creative process 

All these steps were followed to perform this Master Thesis. 

1.2.3. Business opportunity 

A business opportunity is an attractive idea, durable and suitable for a given point 

in time, which takes the form of a product or service that creates an added value to 

the buyer or consumer. 

The opportunities are created or are formed, from the ideas and creativity of the 

entrepreneurs. Thus, the ideas interact with certain contextual conditions at a 

particular time. As a result of this interaction, the opportunity arises and the new 

project is launched. 

As we will see in the next section, opportunities often arise when there are 

changing conditions, inconsistencies or confusion, i.e., gaps or niches in the market 

that require answers in the form of new products or services. 

For this reason, entrepreneurs must always be alert to these changes and, in the 

best cases, anticipate and take advantage of the opportunities generated by the 

changing situation.  

1  
Immersion

  

2  
Incubation 

3 
Illumination 

4 
Verification 

5 
Application 



 

 

 

    

1.3 Drivers of innovation 

Changes create new needs requiring new products and services to satisfy them. 

Based on this fact, we can say that the main innovation sources are in the social 

and cultural changes, political and legal changes, as well as, business changes 

around us. 

Therefore, the innovation sources can be found by constantly observing the 

changes that happen around us. There are a variety of innovation sources, as many 

as the changes that occur in any context. We can classify the innovation sources in 

three blocks. 

 

Figure 4. Innovation sources 

1.3.1. Social and cultural changes 

Fluctuations occurred in the population demographics, the apparition of new family 

models than the traditional ones, the raise of the cultural level or aging population 

that occurs in developed countries due to the increasing average life expectancy are 

examples of a new needs of this population segment and, thus, sources of 

innovation. 

As a result, one of the major significant social and cultural changes have become 

with the entry in the era of communication. Be present on the Internet and social 

networks like Twitter has been kept in mind for the realization of this Master Thesis. 

1.3.2. Business changes 

If we have a look at the changes that occur within the business and production 

context we can also find sources of innovation. Examples include the use of certain 

Innovation 

Social and 
cultural 
changes 

Business 
changes 

Political and 
legal changes 
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materials, processes, raw materials or new business strategies that are 

implemented to be more competitive. 

Moreover, research or the evolution of science and technology can provide us 

innovative opportunities to exploit new products or services based on this new 

technology. 

Furthermore, nowadays the orientation towards the customer that many companies 

have adopted is creating important innovations in order to serve specific market 

segments. This is the case of the demand response, an important concept that we 

will go into detail in the next chapters. 

1.3.3. Political and legal changes 

Regulatory changes that have been developed in recent years in the areas of 

sustainability, environment and quality have led innovative products, processes and 

services meet with the new needs identified. 

In this direction, the liberalization of energy markets has become clearly an 

innovation source and the purpose of this Master Thesis. 

1.4. Principles of innovation 

The importance and acceptance of the necessity to innovate is practically assumed 

in the current socioeconomic context. 

There are some basic principles that can help us to achieve the innovation.  

1. The first one is to implement a creative process to achieve the innovation, a 

systematic procedure using imagination and rational thinking, allowing us to 

find a new way to solve our problem or business challenge. 

2. Next, innovation must be conceptual and perceptual, which means that it 

must be applied on a specific and tangible product, process, service or 

project. 

3. Most of the innovations are small changes in products or services that 

already exist, incremental type. These incremental innovations have in 

common its simplicity. 

4. Innovation normally starts on a small scale and, afterward, we can join 

other innovations that can bring us to revolutionary concepts. 

5. Finally, it is recommended that innovation tend to catch the lead in a short-

term. Thus, implement business strategies is important. 



 

 

 

    

1.5. Categories of innovation 

Innovation is a tool that all types of companies, from newly established companies 

to consolidated companies, have access. Innovation is not a purpose; it is a tool 

whose goal is to achieve a more competitive position in the market through 

differentiation. 

There are many types of innovation and classifications. Then, grouping innovation 

types into categories can help. 

1.4.1. Forms of innovation 

This categorization is based on the idea of uses or applications for innovation. We 

can distinguish three types of innovation forms: products, services and processes. 

1.4.1.1. Product innovation 

Product innovation is about making beneficial changes to physical products 

(tangible products). It occurs when organizations develop a new product or engage 

in product enhancement. Most product innovation takes place at the early stages of 

the industry life cycle when many designs are tried and tested before the product 

becomes included in the product portfolio. [1.03] 

Examples: 

 Smart TV 

 Smart Meters 

1.4.1.2. Process innovation 

Process innovation is about making beneficial changes to the processes that 

produce products or services. Process innovation takes importance when 

organizations seek competitive advantage. Organizations are constantly trying to 

develop their processes to reduce cost, reduce lead time, improve output quality or 

increase value for the customer, to prolong the life cycle of the product as much as 

possible. 

Examples: 

 Smart Grid 

 Just In Time (JIT) process 

 Crowd funding 
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1.4.1.3. Service innovation 

Service innovation is about making changes to products that cannot be touched or 

seen (intangible products). A major driver of service innovation comes from the 

possibilities afforded by new information technology platforms, particularly, the 

Internet. The Internet is a valuable resource on which new service relationships 

between organizations and their customers are developed constantly. 

Examples: 

 Demand Response 

 Drupal CMS 

 Twitter 

 

Figure 5. Customer contact and tangibility 

1.4.2. Models of innovation 

This categorization is based on different organization models or cultures which 

confer different commercial strategies. 

1.4.2.1. Closed innovation 

On the twentieth century, universities and governments were not involved in the 

commercial application of science. Therefore, companies had to run their own 

research and development, in a self-sufficient way. This can be viewed as a 

disadvantage for companies but, as we will see in the example, does not have to. 

  



 

 

 

    

Closed innovation paradigm says that successful innovation requires control and 

ownership of the Intellectual property (IP). A company should have smart people in 

the field work and control the creation and management of ideas.  

 

Figure 6. Closed Innovation paradigm 

Example: 

One particular example in the twentieth-first century of a closed innovation 

company is Apple. Steve Jobs believed that knowledge and information confer 

power only if they are carefully guarded. Working behind veils of secrecy and the 

occasional strategic leaks, internalizing all branches of product development, Apple 

has delivered various innovative products in the technology industry, such as 

iTunes, iPhone or iPad, anticipating needs and being first to market. 

1.4.2.2. Open innovation 

Nowadays, many companies embrace open innovation paradigm. Open innovation 

recognizes the innovative capability that exists outside the organization. By 

developing systems that allow suppliers, competitors, customers, and even 

members of the public to engage with the organization’s innovation process, a 

much broader scanning of the external environment for opportunities can be 

achieved. [1.04] 

Similarly, the organization is able to access the skills and capabilities of these 

collaborators in order to support the development of specific innovations. The open 

innovation paradigm views the organization as an enabler and facilitator among a 

number of independent organizations.  
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Figure 7. Open Innovation paradigm 

In contrast with closed innovation, as we can see in the above figure, due to the 

stakeholder’s interaction, the funnel boundary between the firm and its 

environment becomes more porous, turning the former solid boundary into a semi-

permeable membrane. In contrast to the closed innovation paradigm, the launch of 

an innovation project can be triggered by either internal or external idea and 

technology sources. Those ideas and technologies can enter into the innovation 

process at any time. Besides going to market by using the firm’s own distribution 

channels, innovation projects can be commercialized in other ways such as through 

spin-off ventures in new markets or, by licensing, in other’s firm markets. [1.05] 

Innovation is faster and better with open innovation model. Companies share but 

also gain knowledge and have a close insight in customer needs. 

Example: 

An example of open innovation is the Android operating system (OS): Android 

offers the advantage of having a complete set of software for the device, an 

operating system, middleware, and key mobile applications, all bundled in a single 

package. The code is open source, and programmers from around the globe add 

new enhancements to the communal product. Another example is Open Automated 

Demand Response (OpenADR), as we will see in the following chapters. OpenADR is 

a research and standards development effort for energy management. The typical 

use is to send information and signals to cause electrical power-using devices to be 

turned off during periods of high demand. OpenADR Alliance enables all 

stakeholders to participate in automated DR, dynamic pricing, and electricity grid 

reliability. 



 

 

 

    

1.4.3. Typology of innovation 

This categorization is based on the magnitude of improvement in performance and 

a change in technology and was  

 

Figure 8. Typologies of innovation (Henderson-Clark Model) 

1.4.3.1. Incremental innovation 

Incremental innovation refines and improves an existing performance through 

improvements and changes in the components. The incremental innovation 

advantage is to take lower risks having the possibility of achieving small degrees of 

growth that may yield to short-term results. 

On the other hand, the disadvantage compared with radical innovation as we will 

see next, is the slowness to reach growth targets before competitors, leading to a 

loss of competitive. 

Example: 

An incremental innovation example is the continuous improvement of 

microprocessors, reducing either number or sizes of transistors or increasing their 

speed. 

1.4.3.2. Radical innovation 

Implementing radical innovation is much harder than incremental innovation. 

Radical innovation is about making major changes in something established, 

exploring new technology. 

The advantage of radical innovation is to create a step change in growth, yielding 

significant results in the medium to long term. However, there is a high level of 

risk, time spent and a high cost of failure. 
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Example: 

Internet is clearly an example of a radical innovation which is now going through a 

period of incremental innovation by being adapted for new uses. This revolutionised 

the industry and has changed the way we live and interact. 

1.4.3.3. Architectural innovation 

With architectural innovation, the components and associated design concepts 

remain unchanged but the configuration of the system changes as new linkages are 

instituted. 

Example: 

Content Management System (CMS) is a computer program that allows publishing, 

editing and modifying content as well as maintenance from a central interface and 

represents an architectural innovation. The first CMS was announced at the end of 

the 1990s and was designed to simplify the complex task of writing numerous 

versions of code and to make the website development process more flexible.  

1.4.3.4. Modular innovation 

Modular innovation uses the architecture and configuration associated with the 

existing system of an established product, but employs new components with 

different design concepts. As with incremental innovation, modular innovation 

doesn’t involve a whole new design but involve new or at least significantly different 

components. 

Example: 

An example of a modular innovation is Drupal platform. Drupal is a free and open-

source content management framework (CMF) written in PHP and it is used as a 

back-end system for many websites worldwide ranging from personal blogs to 

corporate, political, and government sites including. 

There are free community-contributed add-ons, known as contributed modules, 

available to alter and extend Drupal's core capabilities and add new features or 

customize Drupal's behavior and appearance. Because of this plug-in extensibility 

and modular design, Drupal is described as a content management framework. 



 

 

 

    

1.5. FTW 

Forschungszentrum Telekommunikation Wien, FTW, is a nationally leading and 

internationally acclaimed center for research and development of technologies for 

future communication systems. 

FTW is a Competence Center for Excellent Technologies supported by the Austrian 

Government and the City of Vienna within the competence center program COMET. 

The Telecommunications Research Center was established in December 1998 for 

the purpose of carrying out Research and Development together with partners from 

academia and industry. [1.06] 

1.6.1. The triple helix 

The triple helix means to approach the teacher researchers to the real needs of 

each productive sector and find, through their research projects articulated, 

practical and innovative solutions which undoubtedly improve productivity, 

competitiveness, satisfaction and quality of life in its inhabitants, with the results of 

improved products and cost reduction obtained. 

In 1998, six professors of TU Wien (Vienna University of Technology) started the 

initiative to establish FTW together with several telecommunications companies. It 

was their goal to develop and implement a new model of cooperation between 

academia and industry for collaborative Research and Development. 

 

Figure 9. The triple helix, Etzkowitz, 2002 

Within ten years FTW obtained an excellent and sustainable position in the Austrian 

R&D land-scape. 
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In today’s environment the sources of emerging technology are often far too prolific 

for any one organization to develop internally. Consequently, organizations expend 

more resources scanning the environment for potential technological opportunities. 

Sources of emerging technology can include universities, high-technology startups, 

joint ventures and competing organizations. Thus, the success is based on the 

trustful and equal co-operation between the partners of academia and industry. 

 

Figure 10. FTW Personal development in 2011 

1.6.2. From research to innovation 

The R&D concept at FTW is based on the cross-fertilization between research 

activities and commercial realization. The researchers and engineers at FTW and its 

partner institutions realize this path from research to innovation transfer via three 

different types of activities: Strategic Research, Application-Oriented Research, and 

Commercial Activities. 

1.6.2.1. Strategic Research 

Develops the scientific know-how, methodologies, and tools and applies them to 

obtain results that help to identify, understand, and address expected future real-

world challenges. The strategic research at FTW creates the foundation for future 

application-oriented research projects, and hence it anticipates and investigates 

future industry needs. 

1.6.2.2. Application-oriented Research 

Projects translate, extend, and apply the scientific approaches in order to generate 

know-how and to provide solutions and their proof-of-concept for technological 



 

 

 

    

problems of mid-term industrial interest. Together with industrial and scientific 

partners researchers at FTW work on problems that include the analysis of system 

properties as well as the creation of new components in the context of real 

systems. 

1.6.2.3. Commercial Activities 

Support industrial partners to exploit the developed concepts as commercial 

products. FTW offer individual contractual research and development in core 

research activities to interested companies. Together with innovative companies 

also gather project proposals and proposals for alternative funding outside the 

COMET program. This offer is also available to small and medium companies. [1.07] 

1.6.3 Green Home project 

This master thesis is inside the Green Home project. The purpose of Green Home 

project is to analyze, propose and evaluate ICT and solutions for energy efficient 

Green Homes as part of the Smart Grid. The technology in focus shall assist 

participants of the future Smart Grids (consumers, producers, retailers, energy 

trading companies, providers of energy related information services) in sustainable 

energy management. These concepts shall be general enough to be applicable for 

other utilities, such as heat, water, or gas. The project aims at conceptualization 

and prototyping of innovative, cost-optimized, and friendly user solutions enabling 

user-centric local control within the home environment, as well as the remote 

demand side management based on the bidirectional service-oriented data control 

exchange among the customers and the energy suppliers or retailers. The proposed 

solutions will be integrated within a small test-bed that will be used for technical 

feasibility and user studies. 

The complexity and heterogeneity of devices within homes, buildings and 

neighbourhoods is rising, and an important emerging requirement to integrate and 

control within the Smart Grids, devices of a growing variety, including the energy 

consuming devices, ranging from electrical lighting to heating, ventilation and air-

condition, renewable energy sources, such as solar, wind generators, or storage 

devices, such as water heater and car batteries, with the goal to optimize usage of 

different utilities, such as energy, water, heating, and gas. The requirements on 

such intelligent management will grow, starting from enabling the utility suppliers 

and distributors to balance and plan consumption and generation, to enabling home 

users to participate directly in the energy market. [1.08] 
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CHAPTER 2. Smart Grid 

2.1. Introduction 

In order to fully understand the importance, challenges and issues of Smart Grid, it 

is important to define what an electric power grid is and its evolution. 

The electric power grid can be defined as an interconnected network for delivering 

electricity from suppliers (whether traditional nuclear, hydro, coal or newer 

combined cycle and renewable) to consumers. 

It is important to underline that electricity is not a fuel: it is an energy carrier. At 

the end of the grid electricity is transformed back into useful forms of energy or 

activity, such as heat, light or information processing. [2.01] 

Technological developments that produced the first industrial revolution did not 

make use of electricity. His first application was the widespread practice of electric 

telegraph Samuel Morse in 1833, which revolutionized telecommunications.  

The massive generation of electricity began when the late nineteenth century, 

extended electric lighting of streets and houses. The increasing sequence of 

applications that the availability of electricity produced was one of the main driving 

forces of the second industrial revolution. More than just great theoreticians such 

as Lord Kelvin, this was the moment of great inventors like Gramme, 

Westinghouse, and Siemens von Alexander Graham Bell. These include Nikola Tesla 

and Thomas Edison, whose revolutionary way of understanding the relationship 

between research and market capitalism became the technological innovation in an 

industrial activity. [2.02]  

Nowadays, modern civilization is founded on its ability to produce energy.  It is 

hard to imagine today any activity that is not directly related to the energy 

produced: we are electro-dependents. Energy is part of our lives more than ever 

before, to the extent that the lack of electricity causes unsolvable problems. [2.03] 

As an example of this energy dependence, California in 2000 and 2001, suffered an 

energy crisis characterized by electricity price instability and four major blackouts 

caused by an imbalance between the steadily growing demand for power and the 

supply, which had limited increases in generation and transmission capacity during 

the 1990s.  



 

 

 

    

That problem was made worse by an inadequate market design in which the 

wholesale market was based on an hourly spot market, retail price signals were not 

available to moderate demand, widely available concepts of risk management were 

not used and a combination of external events, including a hot summer, an 

extensive drought that crippled hydroelectric power production, high natural gas 

prices, an above-normal number of power plant outages, and rapid economic 

growth in places like Silicon Valley. [2.04] 

Electricity is recognized as a key to societal progress throughout the world driving 

economic prosperity, security and improving the quality of life. However, the 

electric power infrastructure has not changed significantly during the last century 

and needs to be transformed in order to run up against its limitations and cope with 

the future needs of a modern digital society. Smart grid is part of this 

transformation. 

2.2. Fundamental features 

Electrical power cannot easily be stored over extended periods of time and is 

generally consumed less than a second after being produced. This implies that it 

must be generated at the instant that it is demanded, thus requiring constant 

balancing of supply and demand.  

Furthermore, renewable energy sources are intermittent. Consider for example 

wind turbines that depend on the presence of the wind to produce electricity: the 

wind variable is independent of the demand of electricity, so there will be situations 

where electricity production exceeds demand and others where it occurs otherwise. 

Thus, the imminent electric vehicle (EV) calls the need to have a more reliable 

power system. 

Moreover, as we can see in the next figures captured from Red Eléctrica de España, 

customers demand for electricity is not constant and varies considerably over time, 

on a seasonal basis, daily or even hourly. 

In contrast, nearly all customers face prices that are fixed across long periods of 

time, so there isn’t any incentive to reduce usage during these infrequent periods of 

high electricity demand. 

This lack of price responsive load, robs the power market of a natural mechanism 

for relieving temporary pressures on prices. 
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 Electricity demand during a summer week1: 

 

Figure 11. Electricity demand from Sunday 05/08/12 to Sunday 12/08/12 

 Electricity demand during a winter week:  

 

Figure 12. Electricity demand from Sunday 10/02/13 to Sunday 17/02/13 

Historically, demand spikes have occurred on occasion as a result of confluence of 

factors, for example as we can see in the next figure2, unexpected high demand 

levels, at the hands of weather extremes3. 

 

Figure 13. Electricity demand from Sunday 12/08/12 to Sunday 26/08/12 

                                           
1
 For more information/intervals: https://demanda.ree.es/comparativa_curvas.html 

2
 For more information: http://www.tiempodiario.com/rankings/?type=temp_max_day&datefrom=12-08-

2012&dateto=26-08-2012&province=&max_items=100&search=Calcular+ranking 
3
 For more information: Christoph Töglhofer, Clemens Habsburg-Lothringen, Franz Prettenthaler, Nikola Rogler, 

Matthias Themessl, Impacts of climate change on electricity demand, Symposium Energieinnovation, Graz, Austria, 

2012 



 

 

 

    

2.3. Liberalization of the energy market 

An important factor for the proper development of the smart grid is the 

liberalization of the energy markets. Energy markets have been liberalized in some 

countries. They are regulated by national and international authorities to protect 

consumer rights, increase transparency, sustainability, security of supply and 

competitiveness.  

In vertically-integrated electricity systems, supplies are maintained by a monopoly 

provider who has the responsibility to ensure that adequate generating capacity is 

available, across the generation, distribution and transmission sectors. Prices are 

generally regulated and therefore play little or no role in signalling when electricity 

is scarce.  

As we can see in the next figure, the electricity market becomes unbundled due to 

the liberalization, allowing a climate for competitiveness. [2.05] 

 

Figure 14. Vertically integrated and unbundled electricity markets 

2.3.1. Spain 

Until the entry into force of Law 54/1997, November 28th, electricity tariffs were 

set entirely by the Government. Following the instructions of the European Directive 

2003/54/EC and the corresponding addition to the legal system began the process 

of electricity market liberalization. 

At the same time, according to the Royal Decree 485/2009, it has been established 

a schedule of disappearance of regulated tariffs that concluded on July 1, 2009 with 

the disappearance of low-voltage (Pc≤10kW) regulated tariffs.  

The new scenario has involved two major changes in the distribution and 

commercialization of electricity: 
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 Electricity is no longer supplied by the distributors and becomes supplied 

exclusively by suppliers.  

 Regulated tariffs are gone. Now customers can choose to contract a tariff 

with a supplier in at a price freely agreed. In case for some reason the 

customer did not choose a supplier and did not move into the free market, 

the customer has been automatically transferred to a supplier of last resort 

designed by the Government (CUR) with a tariff of last resort (TUR), 

belonging to the same group of the previously distributor. CUR suppliers are 

Endesa Energía XXI, Iberdrola Comercialización, Unión Fenosa Metra, 

Hidrocantábrico Energía and EOn Comercializadora. [2.06] 

Distributors are responsible for the power supply and its operations. They have to 

ensure a quality of service according to the parameters set by the Government and 

collect meter data. In contrast, suppliers are responsible for offering products and 

services that best fit customer needs and make retail sales. 

2.3.1.1. TUR Tariff structure 

The following 2.0A, 2.0DHA and 2.0DHS tariffs are Tariffs of Last Resort, still the 

most common tariffs contracted by low-voltage consumers, especially households 

and small businesses. However, we should not forget, thanks to the liberalization of 

the electricity market there are other tariffs depending on the supplier, which can 

better fit with the habits and preferences of consumers. [2.07] 

2.3.1.1.1. 2.0A Tariff: 

No time discrimination. According to the most recent official gazette (BOE) [2.08] 

with this tariff, all the energy is billed at the same price: 0,150938€/KWh 

2.3.1.1.2. 2.0DHA Tariff: 

Two different time periods (replaces the old nightly tariff): recommended for 

energy accumulation with heat accumulator type installations or systems that 

combine a thermal emitter with a accumulator. The prices are: 

 On-peak hours: 0,183228€/KWh  

 Off-peak hours: 0,063770€/KWh 

 

Figure 15. Two different time periods tariff 



 

 

 

    

2.3.1.1.3. 2.0DHS Tariff: 

Three different time periods: specially designed and recommended to start charging 

any type of electric vehicle (EV). 

 On-peak hours: 0,184298€/KWh 

 Intermediate hours: 0,077720€/KWh 

 Off-peak hours: 0,052775€/KWh 

 

Figure 16. Three different time periods tariff 

Prices do not include electricity taxes or indirect taxes. The change from winter to 

summer times and vice versa coincides with the official daylight time change.  

2.3.2. Austria 

The full liberalization of the Austrian electricity market was on 1 October 2001, 

giving consumers a free choice of suppliers. Gas market liberalization followed a 

year later, 1 October 2002.  

Liberalization was a consequence of Austrian accession to the European Union (EU) 

in 1995 and of the EU’s first energy package.  

The opening of the markets was implemented by the new Austrian Energy 

Liberalization Law EIWOG (Electricity and Organization-Law) and the amendment of 

the Austrian Gas Market law in 2002, making Austria one of the first countries in 

the European Union opening up their energy markets. Since then, energy 

consumers can freely choose and switch their energy suppliers. [2.09] 
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2.3. Defining Smart Grid 

A smart grid is an electrical grid that uses information and communications 

technology to gather and act on information, such as information about the 

behaviors of suppliers and consumers, in an automated fashion to improve the 

efficiency, reliability, economics, and sustainability of the production and 

distribution of electricity.  

                                                              

In the following table, we can see a comparison of smart grid versus traditional 

power grids [2.10]. 

Smart grid Traditional power grid 

Centralized and distributed power generation Centralized power generation 

Multi-directional power flow One-directional power flow 

Loads follows generation Generation follows load 

Operation based on real-time data Operation based on historical experience 

Full and efficient grid accessibility Limited grid accessibility for new producers 

Consumers participate in the market Consumers do not participate in the market 

Table 1. Smart Grid vs. traditional power grid comparison 

 

In the next decade our traditional power grid, which is woefully outdated, will start 

to look a lot more like the Internet. Smart grid will also change how power system 

planning is done and how wholesale and retail electricity markets are coordinated. 

Homes and small and medium enterprises (SMEs) will no longer be just energy 

consumers but also energy producers. This multi-directional power flow will 

transform the electric utility industry.  

Already, some companies are deploying smart meters that enable utilities to better 

track and monitor consumption and performance on real-time. The information 

collected can empower customers to manage their electricity consumption and 

enable utilities to better understand and meet customers need. Moreover, some 

companies are working to communicate, monitor and manage the power flow. New 

interconnect standards such as OpenADR are also changing the utility landscape. 

The smart grid offers one of the brightest opportunities in the clean-tech 

marketplace as it works to transform decades-old utility infrastructure. [2.11] 



 

 

 

    

2.4 Demand Response 

It has been known that reliable operation of the electricity system requires a 

perfect balance between the supply and the load in real time. This is not an easy 

task given the fact that both supply and demand levels could change rapidly and 

unexpectedly due to many reasons, such as generation units forced outages, 

intermittent generation due to renewable energies, transmission and distribution 

lines outages and sudden demand changes. 

Furthermore, the electric power industry is very capital intensive. Generation and 

transmission system investments are large, complex projects with expected 

economic lifetimes of several decades that often take many years to develop, site 

and construct. As we can see in the next figure, features of electric power systems 

necessitate management of electricity on a range of timescales, from years or even 

decades for generation and construction, to seconds for balancing power delivery 

against fluctuations in demand. [2.12] 

 

Figure 17. Electric system planning and scheduling 

Keeping in mind that electricity system infrastructure is highly capital-intensive; 

demand side response is one of the available cheaper resources available to 

operate the system according to the smart grid philosophy. Demand Response (DR) 

can be defined as: 

Changes in electric usage by end-use customers from their normal 

consumption patterns in response to changes in the price of electricity over 

time, or to incentive payments designed to induce lower electricity use at 
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times of high wholesale market prices or when system reliability is 

jeopardized. [2.13] 

The marginal cost of electricity becomes more sensitive to changes in demand 

when demand is high. DR attempts to reflect the time-varying nature of electricity 

costs and stimulate customers to change their consumption behavior and balance 

demand and supply. Demand response may also result in increases in electricity 

usage during the majority of hours when electricity prices are lower. 

Elasticity can be defined as a correlation between two variables, in our case, price 

and demand. When price increases demand typically decreases and the size of the 

decrease is determined by the elasticity. Consumer’s elasticity can change as a 

result of changes in household or business income, new substitution possibilities 

and changes in the relative prices of electricity and other goods and services. In the 

next table are shown the different types of elasticity. [2.14] 

Elasticity type Definition 

Income elasticity The change in demand for electricity per % change in income 

Own-price 

elasticity 

The % change in the demand for a given % change of price of the 

electricity 

Elasticity of 

substitution 

The % change in the relative consumption of two goods as a 

consequence of a change in the relative prices of the goods 

Cross price 

elasticity 

The % change in demand for good i (e.g. electricity) as a result of a 

percentage change in the price of good j (e.g. natural gas) 

Table 2. Elasticity types 

Electricity of demand is traditionally relatively price inelastic (D1) and extremely 

high price (P1) may result on a strained electricity market. Demand response aim to 

change price elasticity of demand for electricity, becoming more elastic (DDR) and a 

much lower price will result in the market (PDR). 



 

 

 

    

 

Figure 18. Demand response effects on a Quantity (Q) - Price (P) 

2.4.1. Demand response options 

There are several demand response options but, in general, can be classified in two 

basic categories according to how load changes are brought about. 

2.4.1.1. Price-based demand response  

Refers to changes in usage by customers in response to changes in the prices they 

pay. When the differential pricing between hours or time periods are significant, 

customers can respond to the price structure with significant changes in energy use 

reducing their electricity bills if they adjust the timing of their electricity usage to 

take advantage of lower priced periods or avoid consuming when prices are higher. 

This category includes time varying retail tariffs such as Time of Use (TOU), Critical 

Peak Pricing (CPP) and Real Time Pricing (RTP) rates explained below.  

2.4.1.1.1. Time of Use 

TOU rates reflect the average cost of the generation and distribution of electricity 

during different blocks of time with different prices. Under Time of Use rates, 

consumers could save money on their electricity bill by reducing significantly the 

amount of electricity used during the hours when the prices are higher, known as 

on-peak times. In comparison with 2.0DHA Spanish TUR tariff, TOU prices tariff 

besides depending of time of day and season, TOU tariff also depends on the type 
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of day, such as working days or non-working days, and are fixed months in 

advance. [2.13] 

 

Figure 19. Time of Use daily rate example 

2.4.1.1.2. Critical Peak Pricing  

Critical Peak Pricing is a hybrid of RTP and TOU. CPP uses real time prices at times 

of critical peaks. Critical peaks are restricted to a reduced number of days and 

hours per year, are much higher than a normal peak price and its timing is 

unknown ahead of being called. CPP events may be triggered by system 

contingencies or the high prices faced by the utilities in procuring power in the 

wholesale market. 

 

Figure 20. Critical Peak Pricing daily rate example 

2.4.1.1.2. Real Time Pricing  

Real Time Pricing is a more advanced form of pricing designed to increase the 

transparency. RTP rates are typically known to customers on a day-ahead or hour-

ahead basis. [2.14] 



 

 

 

    

 

Figure 21. Real Time Pricing daily rate example 

2.4.1.2. Incentive-based demand response programs 

Incentive-based demand response programs represent contractual arrangements 

designed by utilities to elicit demand reductions from customers at critical times 

called program events. These events may be in response to high wholesale 

electricity market prices or contingencies that threaten electric system reliability, 

which can occur at any time of the year.  

These programs give customers load-reduction incentives that are separate from, 

or additional to, their retail electricity rate, which may be fixed (based on average 

costs) or time-varying. The load reductions are compromised or when prices are too 

high. Most demand response programs specify a method for establishing customer’s 

baseline energy consumption level, so observers can measure and verify the 

magnitude of their load response. Some demand response programs penalize 

customers that enroll but fail to respond or fulfill their contractual commitments 

when events are declared.  

2.4.1.2.1. Direct load control 

Direct load control programs are primarily offered to residential and small 

commercial customers. Utilities can shut down a customer’s electrical equipment, 

such as air conditioner or water heater, on reliability contingencies, and deploy it 

within minutes because the utility triggers the reduction directly, without waiting for 

a customer induced response. Customers often receive a participation payment, 

usually in the form of an electricity bill credit.  
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2.4.1.2.2. Interruptible programs 

Interruptible service programs provide a rate discount or bill credit for agreeing to 

reduce load during system contingencies. Interruptible programs have traditionally 

been offered only to industrial or commercial customers. Customers that do not 

reduce load typically pay penalties such as very high electricity prices during the 

contingencies events or even being removed from the program. 

2.4.1.2.3. Demand Bidding/Buyback 

Programs that encourage customers to bid into a wholesale electricity market and 

offer to provide load reductions at a price at which they are willing to be curtailed 

or encourage customers to identify how much load they would be willing to curtail 

at a utility posted price. Customers whose load reduction offers are accepted must 

either reduce load as contracted or face a contracted. 

2.4.1.2.4. Emergency programs 

Emergency demand response programs are employed to avoid involuntary service 

interruptions during times of supply scarcity, providing incentive payments to 

costumers for measured load reductions during triggered events and may or may 

not levy penalties when enrolled customers do not respond. 

2.4.1.2.5. Capacity Services Programs 

These programs are typically offered to customers that can commit to providing 

pre-specified load reductions when system contingencies arise. Customers typically 

receive day-of notice of events. Incentives usually consist of upfront reservation 

payments and may additional energy payments for reductions during events. 

Capacity programs typically entail significant penalties for customers that do not 

respond when called. 

2.4.1.2.6. Ancillary Services Programs 

These programs allow customers to bid load curtailments in free market as 

operating reserves. If their bids are accepted, they are paid the market price for 

committing to be on standby. If their load curtailments are needed, they are called 

by the utilities, and may be paid the spot market energy price. 

The role of demand response options in electric system planning and operations is 

shown in the following figure. [2.13] 



 

 

 

    

 

Figure 22. Role of demand response in electric system planning and operation 

2.4.2. Benefits of Demand Response 

In general, demand response produces benefits primarily as resource savings that 

improve the efficiency of electricity provision.  

Benefits of demand response can be classified in terms of whether they accrue 

directly to participants or to some or all groups of electricity consumers. 

 Participant bill savings: electricity bill savings and incentive payments 

earned by costumers that adjust load in response to current supply costs or 

other incentives. 

 Bill savings for other customers: lower electricity market prices that 

result from demand response translate into reduced supply costs to power 

generators, utilities and retailers and eventually make their way to almost all 

consumers as bill savings. 

 Reliability benefits: reductions in the likelihood and consequences of 

forced outages that impose financial costs and inconvenience on customers. 

Demand response also provides other benefits that are not easily quantifiable or 

traceable, but can have a significant impact on electricity market operation. 

Examples include: 

 Market performance: demand response acts as a deterrent to the exercise 

of market power by utilities. 
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 Improved choice: due to the several demand response options and the 

liberalization of the electricity market, customers have more options and 

transparency for managing their electricity costs. 

 System security: utilities are provided with more flexible resources to meet 

contingencies, improving electricity market reliability. 

 Renewable energies: demand response facilitates the integration of 

intermittent renewable energy to the electric grid and wide-spread 

deployment of electric vehicles. This integration can help to create a more 

low-carbon sustainable economy. 

In sum, the most important benefit of demand response is improved resource 

efficiency of electricity production due to closer alignment between consumer’s 

electricity prices and the value they place on electricity; avoiding market 

inefficiencies that arise when customer prices do not reflect marginal costs, which 

represents a loss to society in economic activity. 

  



 

 

 

    

CHAPTER 3. Drupal CMS and OpenADR 

3.1. New business models challenge 

Smart grid is a promising platform for future electricity networks which opens up 

new business opportunities, however, there a lot of challenges on the way towards 

its implementation. 

As discussed in the previous chapter, one of the goals of the smart grid is to keep 

consumers continuously informed about prices and how much energy they are 

using in real time, in order to, at the same time, encourage customers to change 

their consumption behavior and balance demand and supply. 

It is particularly important to underline that consumer’s participation and 

collaboration in developing a smarter grid is as important as any technical 

component of a more intelligent electrical infrastructure. The effectiveness of smart 

grid depends largely on consumer action and engagement. 

On the other hand, the world has embraced Information and Communication 

Technology (ICT), where Internet is undoubtedly its greatest expression, as an 

enabler of economic and social development, an industry that is growing very fast 

and is making significant contributions to sectors as the power grid. 

 

Figure 23. Smart Grid: Convergence of ICT with the traditional power grid 

In doing so, the combination of digital and human intelligence could not only make 

the industry smarter, it could fuel the advancement of the smart grid into the 

powerful, transformative technology it’s envisioned to be. 

One of the ICT emerging fields that are expected to be essential to the success of 

smart grid is social computing. Social computing begins with the observation that 

humans, and human behavior, are profoundly social. From birth, humans orient to 

one another, and as they grow, they develop abilities for interacting with each 

other. This ranges from expression and gesture to spoken and written language.  
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As a consequence, people are remarkably sensitive to the behavior of those around 

them and make countless decisions that are shaped by their social context. 

Whether it's wrapping up a talk when the audience starts fidgeting, choosing the 

crowded restaurant over the nearly deserted one, or crossing the street against the 

light because everyone else is doing so, social information provides a basis for 

inferences, planning, and coordinating activity. 

The premise of social computing is that it is possible to design digital systems that 

support useful functionality by making socially produced information available to 

their users. [3.01] 

Smart grid needs a dose of social networking, combining social media 

communication methods with smart grid technology. A growing number of 

companies and start-ups, being aware of this business opportunity, are looking for 

apply the principles of social computing to home energy management, and bring 

social media to the smart grid. 

3.2. Social media 

Social media has revolutionized the way people and companies communicate and 

maintain relationships. Globally, Internet users now spend more time on social 

networking sites than they spend on e-mail. [3.02] 

Social media is expected to be at the heart of everyday life and business 

environment. Below there are the top four broad shifts that social media is causing 

in business. 

 Making connections: Social media goal is less about selling and more 

engaging and, as a result, consumers feel more comfortable doing business 

with those companies. 

 Small acts: Making sure that customers concerns are personally addressed. 

 Transparency: In this new era of social media, companies are asked to be 

increasingly transparent and personal. 

 Available everywhere: Consumers want to interact with and engage 

businesses via their chosen means of communication. [3.03] 

Thus, with social networking being part of the daily lives of millions of people in 

much of the world4, the smart grid and social computing are willing to be aligned 

towards the exploitation of these spaces, currently in its infancy, as tools of 

communication between consumers, retailers and generators. 

                                           
4 For more information: AIMC, Internet Audience, February/March 2013, EGM, Madrid, Spain 



 

 

 

    

3.2.1. Benefits 

Multiple benefits by integrating social media into smart grid can be distinguished: 

 Consumer interaction: Social networks have changed substantially, from 

being a tool to exchange information to create social experiences. People 

come to them to comment and interact on any aspect of their lives, and 

companies can track their energy needs, anticipate them, collect data 

statistics, send demand response event, give recommendations, and answer 

their questions and doubts as best as possible. 

 New habits: Social networking technology capabilities have been extended 

due to the launch of new devices and platforms. Nowadays, people are able 

to access Internet and social networks via different channels such as 

personal computers (PC), tablets, smartphones, or even smart TVs, and use 

services such as cloud computing. Thus, it arise new behaviors among online 

communities not only in the way they interact with others, but in their 

habits, being aware of being part of a community, more sociable and 

responsible. 

 

Figure 24. Devices to access social networking 

 Collaborative Consumption: Current economic situation, environmental 

concern, lack and an unequal distribution of resources accelerate this new 

trend among social networks users. Consumers are interested in establish 

new relationships through the web to get mutual benefits. 

 Shared experiences: Social networks have created new forms of 

socialization where users give up some of their privacy to access a much 

wider social world, a community based on the experience and confidence of 

each user and where reputation is the most valuable asset. People decide 

how to behave based on what they see others doing, especially if those 

others seem similar to themselves. Thus, showing consumers how their 

energy consumption compares to their neighbours, or revealing that many in 

their community participate in energy conservation programs, can help drive 
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behavior change. Other tactics include tapping competitive impulses 

(through energy conservation contests), encouraging shared public 

commitments or providing incentives for reaching certain goals. [3.04] 

 Word of mouth: Satisfaction and benefits that users get determines the 

growth and development of a social network. The success of a social 

network depends on the use and promotion that people make of it, such as 

allowing them to save money, know energy consumption and prices per 

hour, track monthly energy use and compare information with friends and 

neighbours, or protect and preserve the environment.  

 Confidence in the community: People are becoming less reluctant to 

share their information and are aware that this is an interaction that allows 

them to receive information which best fit to their behaviors and needs. 

When people have more information at their disposal, they are more likely 

to make smart decisions, and they can confidently share this knowledge. 

 Reliable tools: To enable and encourage information exchanges in a social 

network, must be guaranteed a completely safe and reliable access. 

 New sinergies: Social networks create new opportunities across different 

business lines that extend the range of actions on the Internet, interaction 

becomes richer and more constructive, and the ideal place to communicate 

and gain visibility.  

3.3. Drupal CMS 

Based on the previous analysis, and after analyzing the smart grid state of art, the 

goal of this Master Thesis was to develop an innovative demand response service 

proposal and implement its enablers, in order to be a reference basis and a 

guideline for smart grid business opportunities or extensions. 

For this purpose, it has been created a website in order to represent the 

communication channel between consumers and retailers, and with the 

incorporation of social connections. 

Creating a demand response website is not an easy task, as you have to take into 

account all requirements needed and choose the option that fits it better. 

Our requirements were the exploitation of a flexible Content Management System 

(CMS) platform, powerful, scalable, customizable, free, and which also provides 

support to web services, social networking and e-commerce. 

Below, among the three most popular open-source platforms that cover our 

requirements, Wordpress, Joomla and Drupal, a comparison was made. [3.05] 



 

 

 

    

 Wordpress Joomla Drupal 

About 

Began as an innovative, 

easy-to-use blogging 

platform. With an ever-

increasing repertoire of 

themes, plugins and 

widgets, this CMS is 

widely used for other 

website formats also. 

Middle ground between 

the developer-oriented, 

extensive capabilities of 

Drupal and user-friendly 

but more complex site 

development options 

than Wordpress offers. 

A powerful, developer-

friendly tool for building 

complex sites. Like most 

powerful tools, it requires 

some expertise and 

experience to operate. 

Ease of 

use 

Technical experience is 

not necessary. It’s 

intuitive and easy to get 

a simple site set up 

quickly. 

Medium. More complex 

than Wordpress, but less 

complex than Drupal. 

Requires the most 

technical expertise of the 

three CMSs. However, it 

also is capable of 

producing the most 

advanced sites 

Features 

Ease of use is a key 

benefit for experts and 

novices alike. Known for 

an extensive selection of 

themes. Very user-

friendly with great 

support and tutorials. 

Designed to perform as a 

community platform, 

with strong social 

networking features. 

Known for its powerful 

taxonomy and ability to 

tag, categorize and 

organize complex 

content. 

Best use 

cases 

Ideal for fairly simple 

web sites, such as 

everyday blogging and 

news sites; and anyone 

looking for an easy-to-

manage site. Add-ons 

make it easy to expand 

the functionality of the 

site. 

Allows building a site 

with more content and 

structure flexibility than 

Wordpress offers, but 

still with fairly easy, 

intuitive usage. Supports 

E-commerce, social 

networking and more. 

For complex, advanced 

and versatile sites; for 

sites that require 

complex data 

organization; for 

community platform sites 

with multiple users; for 

online stores 

Table 3. Wordpress, Joomla and Drupal comparison 

 

Consequently, for multiple reasons and in order to fully respond to the 

requirements of Smart grid, Drupal CMS has been chosen. 

Drupal is a free and Open Source Content Management Framework (CMF) written in 

PHP that allows simple creation and management of web sites and web 

applications. Originally written by Dries Buytaert as a message board, Drupal 

became an open source project in 2001. The standard release of Drupal, known as 

Drupal core, contains basic features common to CMS. [3.06] 

Additionally, Drupal is a rich and dynamic open source CMS that can feed content 

into its framework from other web applications including Facebook, Twitter, 

Amazon, Flickr, Google, and more, using web services which are detailed below. 

Generally, this is done by using the XML language to translate the programmed 

request into the other external applications. 
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3.4. Introduction to Web services 

A Web service is a piece of software that uses a set of protocols and standardized 

XML (eXtensible HyperText Markup Language) messaging system, used to 

exchange data over the Internet between applications. XML is a text-based format, 

so nearly all computer systems and applications can work with the XML format. 

Therefore, a web service is not tied to any operating system or programming 

language. Different software applications developed in different programming 

languages and executed on any platform, can use Web services to exchange data 

over computer networks like the Internet.  

 

Figure 25. A basic web service 

Interoperability is achieved through the adoption of open standards. Organization 

for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) and World Wide 

Web Consortium (W3C) organizations are the committees responsible for the 

architecture and Web services regulation. [3.07] 

There are three major roles within the web service architecture: 

 Service provider: Implements the service and makes it available on the 

Internet. 

 Service requestor: The consumer of the web service. The requestor uses 

an existing web service by opening a network.  

 Service registry: A logically centralized directory of services. The registry 

provides a central place where developers can publish new services or find 

existing ones. 

XML messaging alternatives are: 

 

Figure 26. XML messaging alternatives for web services 



 

 

 

    

3.4.1. XML-RPC 

XML-RPC is a simple protocol that uses XML message to perform Remote Procedure 

Call (RPCs). Requests are encoded in XML and sent via HTTP POST. XML responses 

are embedded in the body.  

3.4.2. SOAP 

Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is an XML based protocol specification for 

exchanging structured information in the implementation of web services in 

computers networks. SOAP is actually called a successor of XML-RPC protocol, and 

offers more functionality and enhancement compared to XML-RPC. As we can see in 

the next figure, the entire SOAP message is wrapped in an Envelope. The Envelope 

includes both Header and Body information. The Body includes the actual call. 

 

Figure 27. SOAP message structure 

3.4.3. HTTP POST/GET 

The World Wide Web (WWW) and HTTP are based on a number of request methods 

or verbs, including POST and GET as well as PUT, DELETE, and several others. Web 

browsers normally use only POST and GET. Representational State Transfer (REST) 

is a style of software architecture for distributed systems such as the WWW. While 

REST services might use XML in their responses as one way of organizing 

structured data, REST requests rarely use XML. In most cases, request parameters 

are simple, and there is no need for the overhead of XML. 
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3.4.4. WSDL 

Web Services Definition Language (WSDL) is an XML-based interface description 

language that is used for describing the functionality offered by a web service. A 

WSDL description of a web service provides a machine-readable description of how 

the service can be called, what parameters it expects, and what data structures it 

returns. WDSL is not necessary tied to a specific XML messaging system, but it 

does include built-in extensions for describing SOAP services. 

3.5. OpenADR 

Open Automated Demand Response, also known as OpenADR, is an open 

standards-based communications data model designed to facilitate sending and 

receiving DR signals from generators or retailers to electric consumers.  

OpenADR development began in 2002 following the California electricity crisis, 

funded by the California Energy Commission’s Public Interest Energy Research 

Program, and led by North American research laboratories and companies. 

The purpose of the OpenADR data model is to provide interoperable signals to 

building and industrial control systems that are pre-programmed to take action 

based on a DR signal, enabling a demand response event to be fully automated, 

with no manual intervention. OpenADR employs SOAP web services. 

The standard is highly flexible infrastructure design to facilitate common 

information exchange generators/retailers and end-use participants. The concept of 

an open standard is attempted to allow anyone to implement the signaling systems, 

providing the automation server or the automation clients. 

During a Demand Response event, the utility or retailer provides information to the 

DRAS about what has changed and on what schedule, such as start and stop times. 

A typical change would specify one or more of the following: 

 PRICE_ABSOLUTE: The price per kilowatt‐hour (kWh) 

 PRICE_RELATIVE: A change in the price per kilowatt‐hour 

 PRICE_MULTIPLE: A multiple of a basic rate per kilowatt‐hour 

 LOAD_AMOUNT: A fixed amount of load to shed or shift 

 LOAD_PERCENTAGE: The percentage of load to shed or shift 

  



 

 

 

    

The OpenADR communication standard provides the following benefits: 

 Open standards: A standardized DR communication and signaling 

infrastructure using non-proprietary, industry-approved data models that 

can be implemented for both dynamic prices and DR emergency or reliability 

events. 

 Flexibility: Flexible open communications interfaces and protocols, 

independent, interoperable and transparent. 

 Innovation and interoperability: Encourages open innovation and 

interoperability, and allows controls and communications within a facility or 

enterprise to build on existing strategies to reduce technology operation and 

maintenance costs, stranded assets, and obsolesce in technology. 

 Ease of integration: Integration of common energy management and 

control systems, centralized lighting, and other devices that can receive a 

relay or Internet signals (such as XML). 

 Remote access: Opt-out or override functions through a participant web 

portal to manage standardized DR related operation modes to DR strategies 

and control systems. 
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CHAPTER 4. Implementation 

4.1. Introduction 

Smart grid gains increasing interests, and research communities, government, 

utilities and industries are getting actively involved. 

System and optimization models have always been playing an important role in 

power systems. In smart grids, technologies need to be developed for integration of 

large-scale renewable energy, demand-side control, wide area sensing and 

monitoring, and advanced control for reliability and stability. These unprecedented 

technologies inspired new problems and topics in system and optimization research 

to address these challenges. 

Thus, while some companies have focused on cyber security, others have focused 

on AMI (Advanced Metering Infrastructure), others in automation (one example of 

demand response automation in Spain is GAD project), and others such as this 

Master Thesis on demand response and social media with Drupal. [4.01] 

4.2. Demand response portal web 

Building web applications has become a complex task and often requires interaction 

with other web application, such as web services.  

Drupal is a free and open source content management system (CMS) and 

framework that provides a rich platform for rapid web development.  

Open source means that code used to run Drupal can be copied, modified, and 

shared with others. Anyone with the skill can download and use the Drupal code, 

make whatever changes they want, and send those changes out to anyone else, or 

even contribute the changes back to Drupal for others to use and share.  

The most significant advantages of the open source model of software development 

are: 

 Free to download and use 

 No licensing fees 

 No proprietary (black box). Everything in the Drupal framework is 

transparent to a programmer with the knowledge to look at the source code. 

 A community of developers 



 

 

 

    

We used Drupal 7 version, which system requirements are: 

 Disk space: A minimum installation requires 15MB. 60MB is needed for a 

website with many contributed modules and themes installed; keeping in 

mind we need much more for the database, files uploaded by the users, 

media, backups and other files. 

 Web server: Apache, Nginx, or Microsoft IIS 

 Database: MySQL 5.0.15 or higher with PDO, PostgreSQL 8.3 or higher with 

PDO, SQLite 3.3.7 or higher. Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle are supported 

by additional modules. 

 PHP: PHP 5.2.5 or higher (5.3 recommended). [4.02] 

Furthermore, for the proper implementation of Drupal website we used the 

following tools: 

 WAMP: an acronym formed from the initials of the operating system 

Microsoft Windows and the principal components of the package: Apache 

web server, MySQL open-source database and PHP, an scripting language 

that can manipulate information held in a database and generate web pages 

dynamically. This program is very useful when we are working on creating a 

web page, allowing us to work, edit and test it locally (local host) before 

upload it to a server. There are versions for Mac (MAMP) and Linux (LAMP). 

 NetBeans IDE: An open-source integrated development environment 

(IDE), supports development of all Java application types, but also other 

languages, in particular PHP, C/C++, and HTML5. A useful program to 

implement and design our module in PHP. 

 Filezilla Client: is free and cross-platform FTP software, consisting of 

FileZilla Client and FileZilla Server. Useful program to upload our module in 

PHP to our web server. 

 000webhost: Web hosting service that allows individuals and organizations 

to make their website accessible via the WWW. Supports PHP with MySQL 

database, both requirements for a correct Drupal installation, provides free 

hosting services, no advertising, 1,5 GB of disk space, 100 GB of data 

transfer, cPanel control panel, PHP, MySQL and website builder, enough for 

our purposes. Files can be uploaded via File Transfer Protocol (FTP).  
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Moreover, the modular and extensible nature of Drupal allows developers to 

customize and embrace the core functionality and to create new features. 

The main Drupal modules used for the correct implementation are: 

 Twitter: The module allows for integration with TWITTER’s API web service. 

It allows us to integrate our Twitter account with our Drupal user account, 

post Tweets to a block in Drupal; and allows their Drupal users to post to 

their Twitter account (140 characters maximum) using Drupal node content.  

 Oauth: OAuth is an open standard for authorization. OAuth provides a 

method for clients to access server resources on behalf of a resource owner 

(such as a different client or an end-user). Thus, OAuth module implements 

the OAuth standard for use with Drupal and acts as a support module for 

other modules that wish to use OAuth. 

 Webform: A module for making surveys in Drupal. After a submission, 

users may be sent an e-mail "receipt" as well as sending a notification to 

administrators. Results can be exported into Excel or other spreadsheet 

applications. Webform also provides some basic statistical review and has an 

extensive API for expanding its features. 

 Webform validation: This module adds an extra tab to each webform 

node, allowing you to specify validation rules for our webform components. 

We can create one or more of the predefined validation rules, and select 

which webform components should be validated against those. By using the 

hooks provided by this module, we can also define our own validation rules 

in our own modules. 

 WSClient: This module provides an interface to consume external web 

services. Drupal sites can act as a web services client or a web services 

provider (or server). Durpal does this by integrating and using various types 

of web services code, including XML-RPC, REST, JSON, XML and RSS, using 

SOAP web services protocol. WSClent module can be used as data provider 

for other modules. WSClient comes with a user interface that allows site 

administrators to create REST and SOAP service descriptions with their 

respective operations and data types. Those service descriptions can be 

edited, cloned and deleted as well as imported/exported for sharing with 

other sites. [4.03] 

  



 

 

 

    

In addition, other modules have been used due to some modules may have 

dependencies on other modules, or because some modules have add-ons useful to 

make a more practical work. 

 Twitter pull 

 Chart 

 Date 

 Entity 

 Http_client 

 Node_clone 

 Rate 

 Rules 

 Stringoverides 

 VotingAPI 

 Wysiwyg 

Below, we can see the front-page website, where we can sign in via Twitter or via 

username and password. [4.04] 

 

Figure 28. Front-page website 

End users primarily use widgets to enhance their personal web experiences, or the 

web experiences of visitors to their personal sites. 

The use of widgets has proven increasingly popular, where users of social media 

are able to add stand-alone applications to blogs, profiles and community pages. 

Widgets add utility in the same way that a smartphone application does. Thus, 

some widgets have been added to track all data from a user account and a specific 

#hashtag. 
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Figure 29. Twitter #hashtag widget 

A hashtag is a word or a phrase prefixed with the symbol #, in our case, 

#greenhomedr. It is a form of metadata tag. Short messages on social networks 

such as Twitter or Instagram may be tagged by putting "#" before important 

words. Recently, Facebook, aware of its potential, has already added hashtags in 

their social network. [4.05] 

In order to simulate the household’s consumption, a consumer’s form has been 

added, with consumption and priority parameters for each electric appliance 

included, as well as its operating hours. 

 

Figure 30. Consumer consumption configuration 

  



 

 

 

    

Finally, retailer and distributors configuration form has been included. 

 

 

Figure 31. Retailer consumption reduction configuration 

Once users and the retailer company have completed the form, our module created 

in PHP process data from both sides and gives us useful information.  
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CHAPTER 5. Results and discussion 

5.1. Survey results 

As commented in previous chapters, simultaneously to the development of Drupal’s 

website, a brief survey was conducted to perform a market study and assess 

business opportunities, collecting valuable information from consumers to identify 

behaviors, habits and their willing to change. All survey questions are available in 

Appendix B. [5.01] 

The target group of our survey was primarily energy consumers between the range 

of 26 to 45 years old, with a certain familiarity with new technologies and social 

networking, Internet access, and with a certain economic independence. The reason 

was because those consumers have more predispositions to become involved to 

innovative demand response programs. Likewise, this survey was conducted among 

inhabitants living in Spain. 

In order to collect the majority of responses from our target group5, the survey 

dissemination was mainly done on the Internet, using Facebook and Twitter social 

networks, and via e-mail. 

Above, we summarize the most relevant results observed, from our target group. 

As we can see in the next figure, most respondents do not know their electricity 

tariff contracted at their household (75,3%). We can also see that, between 

respondents who know their tariffs (24,7%), most of them still remain with TUR 

tariff without time discrimination. 

 

Figure 32. Knowledge degree of  electricity tariffs contracted 

                                           
5 110 responses were collected from different participants, and 89 were within our target group (81% of respondents)  



 

 

 

    

 

As expected, those results demonstrate that although the liberalization of the 

electricity market in 2009, very few respondents have changed their tariffs. This is 

due to the passive role of consumers against the prices and tariffs for years set 

entirely by the Government, before the liberalization of the electricity market, to 

the point that even today many consumers do not know their tariff contracted. 

It is important to note that, in order to achieve successful Smart grid integration, 

consumers have to play an active role. Thus, incentives should be used and inform 

consumers to change this fact. 

As pretended, all of our target group respondents have Internet access. 84,3% 

have permanent Internet access, 12,4% only have Internet access at home  and 

3,4% only have mobile Internet access (tablets, smartphones, etc.). If we have a 

look to their Internet activity, 88,8% of the respondents have a high activity on 

Internet (more than 10 hours per week). 

 

Figure 33. High activity on Internet 

To keep always consumers informed about prices and demand response events is 

important that consumers frequently access Internet. 

On the other hand, social networks are present in daily life of most people. The two 

most popular social networks have been selected as a representation, so 56,2% of 

respondents have a profile in both of them, 40,4% on Facebook but not in Twitter, 

1,1% on Twitter but not in Facebook, and just 2,2% do not have any social network 

profile. Below, we show their frequency access in detail, where we can see that the 

85,1% access daily to their social networks. 

 

Figure 34. Social networks frequency access 
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Asking about their energy consumption, the majority of the respondents have the 

perception that their household energy consumption is moderate (67,4%), as 

opposed to 13,5% who says that their consumption is low or very low, and 19,1% 

who says that their consumption is high or very high. 

 

Figure 35. Household energy consumption 

Along the survey, Smart grid concepts were also introduced, especially demand 

response, so as to inform people and collect their point of view. 

The purpose of keeping consumers continuously informed about prices per hour in a 

more transparent way is to encourage them to change their consumption behavior 

and to take a more active role. Nevertheless that fact does not encourage 

consumers in the same way. 

 

Figure 36. Price consumers responsive (monthly net income under 1500€) 

 

Figure 37. Price consumers responsive (monthly net income over 1500€) 

32,8% of contestants with a low or medium income are totally agree that 

transparency of prices would help changing their habits, whereas 16% of 

contestants with a high or very high incomes are totally agree and 4% are quite 

disagree. 



 

 

 

    

Once explained to the respondents the functionality and utility of demand response 

and thinking about how they might respond, 47,2% of respondents quite or totally 

believe that their electricity consumption would be reduced. 

 

Figure 38. Electricity consumption reduction 

In contrast, 53,9% (+6,7p.p) believe that their electricity bills would be reduced 

and could save money. 

 

Figure 39. Electricity bill reduction 

Occasionally, demand response events can occur, and those events are informed to 

the consumer. Although it is not the most likely, in an environment where such 

events can daily occur, respondents are not very receptive to these messages, and 

on different levels, 36% of contestants are disagree against 50,6% that are agree. 

 

Figure 40. Receptivity of daily demand response events 

Typically, demand response events can occur once or twice per month. 
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Furthermore, those events usually occur with a short notice, but most respondents 

prefer receive these messages with more than one day in advance (68,5%). 

 

Figure 41. Minimum beforehand to receive event messages 

Overall, respondents are agree in having a more information and adopt an active 

role in energy management. 

 

Figure 42. Willing to receive more information and take a more active role 

Finally, depending on the electrical appliance, respondents are willing to change 

their hours of consumption in order to save money. As we can see in the next 

figure, clothes dryer, dishwasher and washing machine are the electrical appliances 

where consumers are more flexible (only 10% believe it would not change) In 

contrast, microwave and personal computer are electrical appliances where almost 

no one is willing to change its use. 

 

Figure 43. Willing to change hours of use to save money 



 

 

 

    

By gender, women are more flexible to change their hours of consumption, except 

for the electric car. 

 

Figure 44. Willing to change hours of use to save money (Female) 

 

Figure 45. Willing to change hours of use to save money (Male) 

 

To conclude, after analyzing the results, survey highlights the current passive role 

of consumers in Spain, barely aware about prices per hour and electricity tariffs, 

and therefore, not yet trained to take an active role. 

However, exists the willing to acquire the active role, the increasing Internet 

penetration and use of social media, the eagerness to save money, and the growing 

concern of the environmental sustainability of the systems make innovative 

demand response services a business opportunity. 
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5.2. Drupal website results 

Drupal web portal designed represents the communication channel between 

retailers and consumers. A survey processor module has been created in order to 

be a tool to collect and process data. Below are the obtained results. 

After collecting data from both sides, survey processor module gives us some useful 

information on a table format. As we can see in the next figure, the first table 

summarizes the total watts consumption per hour of all consumers, players from 

now, and the hourly prices set by retailers. On the second table, we can see an 

hourly watts consumption aggregation for each player.  

 

Figure 46. Total hourly watts consumption and hourly prices 

As discussed above, when demand response events occurs in order to reduce power 

consumption, consumers have varying predisposition depending on which electrical 

appliance that has to be turn off. Player priorities of electrical appliances are shown 

in the next figure, ordered by rank and appliances (1: the highest priority, 7: the 

lowest priority and the first appliance to turn off). 

 

Figure 47. Consumer priorities by rank and appliances 

 

Moreover, we can have the electrical consumption for each  electrical appliance in 

detail, in order to identify profiles and consumption patterns on a seasonal basis, 

such as winter or summer, or on workable day or not. 



 

 

 

    

 

Figure 48. Electrical appliance consumption in detail 

 

Then, a proposal electrical consumption table for each player is done in order to 

achieve the watts reduction required by the event, where “ – “ means that the 

electrical appliance was already switched off by the player, “ O “ means that the 

electrical appliance can remain on, and “ X “ that the electrical appliance needs to 

be switched off during that hour. The criterion considered is via the electrical 

appliances priorities of each player, switching off the hours of consumption until the 

reduction required is achieved. 

Finally, the proposal reduction is sent to twitter to inform the player and get their 

feedback. 
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CHAPTER 6. Conclusions and future work 

6.1. Conclusions 

Nowadays, the electrical power industry is undergoing some changes. Regardless of 

how quickly the utilities and retailers accept smart grid concept, we all agree on the 

necessity of this massive transformations. It is not only technologies that need to 

be adjusted to the new standard of electricity consuming, production, and storage. 

New business models and behaviors must also be created for a proper smart grid 

functioning. [6.01] 

By opening the door to demand response, new energy pricing models and products 

will encourage consumers to devote more attention to their electricity supply and 

watch their energy use ever more closely. 

In addition, providing appropriate information to consumers can help and train 

consumers to become more aware users of energy and enable them to act promptly 

to reduce high consumption. 

Social media enables retailers to add value to their customer interactions and to 

collect customer’s inputs that can be turned into valuable information. Retailers 

should embrace social media technologies and focus on consumer needs. 

A review of existing studies demonstrate that the potential savings of residential 

consumers is rather small, and probably not enough to move them to demand 

response programs based on savings, and therefore to mount a system to recover 

costs. Moreover, a model based on the creation of added value, such as the 

integration and automation of digital devices in-home, internal learning algorithms, 

or extensibility, instead of a model based on savings can help encourage customers 

to move and make the investment profitable.  

The challenge is to figure out what services may want customers and discover the 

real customer needs, needs that sometimes are expressed and sometimes are 

implied or even latent. [6.02] 

In summary, only in this way the smart grid concept will succeed on a large scale 

and the electricity industry will be able to contribute to the economic growth and 

well-being of the society. 



 

 

 

    

6.2. Future work 

Although there are many ways to extend this work, one direction is to further 

investigate the possibility of the integration of the proposed web portal based on 

Drupal with OpenADR communications data model so that energy demand response 

signals can be implemented automatically. Furthermore, the upcoming OpenADR 

2.0 release could be integrated for that purpose. 

While all work presented here has been based on an approach to a particular 

demand response program, there may be additional opportunities for implementing 

other demand response options, through utilizing variable real-time energy demand 

profile.   
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APPENDIX 

A. Drupal module: survey processor 

A.1. Survey_processor.info 

; $Id: $ 

name = Survey Processor 

description = Processes the results of a certain survey. 

core = 7.x 

dependencies[] = webform 

package = Core 

 

A.2. Survey_processor.module 

<?php 

 

/** 

 * Implements hook_menu(). 

 */ 

 

  /********************************************************************/ 

  /*                                                                  */ 

  /*              M  E  N  U         S  E  T  T  I  N  G  S           */ 

  /*                                                                  */ 

  /********************************************************************/ 

 

function survey_processor_menu() { 

  $items = array(); 

 

  // Admin URL to get the results 

  // aquesta URL es pot canviar per la que es vulgui, pero es recomanable que sempre 

  // estigui dins de Admin perque se suposa que nomes els administradors 

  // poden accedir als resultats 

  $items['admin/survey_processor/results'] = array( 

    'title' => 'Survey results processor', 

    'page callback' => 'process_survey', 

    'access callback' => 'user_access', 

    'access arguments' => array('administer survey processor'), 

    'type' => MENU_NORMAL_ITEM, 

  ); 

  

  $items['admin/survey_processor/settings'] = array( 

    'title' => 'Survey results configuration', 

    'page callback' => 'drupal_get_form', 

    'page arguments' => array('process_survey_settings'), 

    'access callback' => 'user_access', 

    'access arguments' => array('administer survey processor'), 

    'type' => MENU_NORMAL_ITEM, 

  ); 

   

  return $items; 

} 

 

  /********************************************************************/ 

  /*                                                                  */ 

  /*              N  O  D  E         S  E  T  T  I  N  G  S           */ 

  /*                                                                  */ 

  /********************************************************************/ 

 

function process_survey_settings() { 

  $form = array(); 

   



 

 

 

    

  $form['survey_processor_prices_node']  = array( 

    '#type' => 'textfield', 

    '#title' => t('Config prices node'), 

    '#default_value' => variable_get('survey_processor_prices_node', 0), 

  ); 

   

  $form['survey_processor_survey_node']  = array( 

    '#type' => 'textfield', 

    '#title' => t('Survey node'), 

    '#default_value' => variable_get('survey_processor_survey_node', 0), 

  ); 

 

  $form['submit']  = array( 

    '#type' => 'submit', 

    '#value' => t('Submit'), 

  ); 

  

  return $form; 

} 

 

 

function process_survey_settings_submit($form, &$form_state) { 

  variable_set('survey_processor_prices_node', 

$form['survey_processor_prices_node']['#value']); 

  variable_set('survey_processor_survey_node', 

$form['survey_processor_survey_node']['#value']); 

} 

 

  /********************************************************************/ 

  /*                                                                  */ 

  /*     G  E  T    &    P  R  O  C  E  S  S         D  A  T  A       */ 

  /*                                                                  */ 

  /********************************************************************/ 

 

 

function process_survey() { 

  require(drupal_get_path('module', 'webform') . '/includes/webform.submissions.inc'); 

  // recupera els resultats de l'enquesta. Si se li passa per parametre 

  // l'ID del node, ens retorna els resultats nomes per aquell node. 

  $results = webform_get_submissions(variable_get('survey_processor_prices_node')); 

  $prices = array(); 

 

  $max_price = 0; 

  $average_price = 0; 

  $average = 24; 

  foreach ($results[variable_get('survey_processor_prices_node')]->data as $key => 

$result) { 

    $price = $result['value'][0] * 0.01; 

    //average_price 

    $average_price = $average_price + ($price / $average); 

    //average_price 

    $prices[] = array( 

      'price' => $price, 

    ); 

  } 

  print_r($results); 

  $hours_max_price = array(); 

  foreach($prices as $key => $price) { 

    if ($price['price'] == $max_price) { 

      $hours_max_price[] = $key; 

    } 

    if ($price['price'] > $max_price) { 

      $max_price = $price['price']; 

      $hours_max_price = array($key); 

    }     

  } 

   

  $results = webform_get_submissions(variable_get('survey_processor_survey_node')); 

  $results_users = array(); 

  print_r($results); 

  $users = array(); 

  $schedule_number = 0; 

  foreach ($results as $key => $result) { 

    // aqui processaries cada resultat 

    $user = user_load($result->uid); 

    $users[$result->uid]['user'] = array( 
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      'uid' => $user->uid, 

      'name' => $user->name, 

    ); 

    foreach ($result->data as $data) { 

      if (isset($data['value'][0]) && strpos($data['value'][0], 'app') !== FALSE) { 

        $users[$result->uid]['app'][] = $data['value'][0]; 

      } 

      elseif (isset($data['value'][0]) && is_numeric($data['value'][0])) { 

        $users[$result->uid]['watts'][] = $data['value'][0]; 

      } 

      else { 

        foreach ($data['value'] as $value) { 

          $users[$result->uid]['schedule'][$schedule_number][] = $value; 

        } 

        $schedule_number++; 

      } 

    } 

    $schedule_number = 0; 

  } 

  

  $total_watts = array(); 

  $sum_total = 24; 

   

  foreach ($users as $key => $user_data) { 

    foreach ($user_data['schedule'] as $pos => $values) { 

      $watts_value = $user_data['watts'][$pos]; 

      foreach ($values as $hour => $value) { 

        if ($value == 'on') { 

          $users[$key]['schedule_watts'][$pos][] = $watts_value; 

          if (!isset($users[$key]['total_schedule_watts'][$hour])) { 

            $users[$key]['total_schedule_watts'][$hour] = 0; 

          } 

          if (!isset($users[$key]['total_schedule_prices'][$hour])) { 

            $users[$key]['total_schedule_prices'][$hour] = 0; 

          } 

          if (!isset($total_watts[$hour])) { 

            $total_watts[$hour] = 0; 

          } 

          $users[$key]['total_schedule_watts'][$hour] = 

$users[$key]['total_schedule_watts'][$hour] + $watts_value; 

          //sum_total watts consumption 

          if (!isset($users[$key]['total_schedule_watts'][$sum_total])) { 

            $users[$key]['total_schedule_watts'][$sum_total] = 0; 

          } 

          $users[$key]['total_schedule_watts'][$sum_total] = 

$users[$key]['total_schedule_watts'][$sum_total] + $watts_value; 

          //sum_total watts consumption 

           

          $users[$key]['total_schedule_prices'][$hour] = 

$users[$key]['total_schedule_prices'][$hour] + ($watts_value * $prices[$hour]['price']); 

           

          //sum_total schedule prices consumption 

          if (!isset($users[$key]['total_schedule_prices'][$sum_total])) { 

            $users[$key]['total_schedule_prices'][$sum_total] = 0; 

          } 

          $users[$key]['total_schedule_prices'][$sum_total] = 

$users[$key]['total_schedule_prices'][$sum_total] + ($watts_value * 

$prices[$hour]['price']); 

          //sum_total schedule prices consumption 

           

          $total_watts[$hour] = $total_watts[$hour] + $watts_value; 

          //average total_watts 

          if (!isset($total_watts[$average])) { 

            $total_watts[$average] = 0; 

          } 

          $total_watts[$average] = $total_watts[$average] + ($watts_value / $average); 

          //average total_watts 

       

        } 

        else { 

          $users[$key]['schedule_watts'][$pos][] = 0; 

          if (!isset($users[$key]['total_schedule_watts'][$hour])) { 

            $users[$key]['total_schedule_watts'][$hour] = 0; 

          } 

          if (!isset($users[$key]['total_schedule_prices'][$hour])) { 

            $users[$key]['total_schedule_prices'][$hour] = 0; 

          } 



 

 

 

    

          $users[$key]['total_schedule_watts'][$hour] = 

$users[$key]['total_schedule_watts'][$hour] + 0; 

          $users[$key]['total_schedule_prices'][$hour] = 

$users[$key]['total_schedule_prices'][$hour] + 0;           

        } 

        //proposal_reduction. initially default: 0 watts each appliance 

          $users[$key]['proposal_reduction'][$pos][] = 0; 

        //proposal_reduction. initially default: 0 watts each appliance 

      } 

    } 

    ksort($users[$key]['total_schedule_watts']); 

    ksort($users[$key]['total_schedule_prices']); 

  } 

  ksort($total_watts); 

   

  /********************************************************************/ 

  /*                                                                  */ 

  /*      P  R  O  P  O  S  A  L      R  E  D  U  C  T  I  O  N       */ 

  /*                                                                  */ 

  /********************************************************************/ 

   

  //$watts_reduction = 700; 

  $watts_reduction = $prices[24]['price'] * 70000;  /* aixo es temporal fins que no 

canvii les dades: 0,25*2800=17500 */ 

 

  foreach ($users as $key => $prior) { 

    $mode = end($prior['app']);  

    for ($k=0 ; $k<=6 ; $k++){ 

      if($mode == 'app1') { 

        for($j=0 ; $j<24 ; $j++) { 

          $tmp = $prior['schedule_watts'][0][$j]; 

          if($tmp == 0 || $watts_reduction == 0) { 

            $users[$key]['proposal_reduction'][0][$j]=$tmp; 

          }  

          else {  

            if($watts_reduction > $tmp) { 

            $watts_reduction = $watts_reduction - $tmp;   

            } 

            else { 

              $watts_reduction = 0;         

            } 

          }   

        }  

      }     

      elseif ($mode =='app2') { 

        for($j=0 ; $j<24 ; $j++) { 

          $tmp = $prior['schedule_watts'][1][$j]; 

          if($tmp == 0 || $watts_reduction == 0) { 

            $users[$key]['proposal_reduction'][1][$j]=$tmp; 

            }  

          else { 

            if($watts_reduction > $tmp) { 

            $watts_reduction = $watts_reduction - $tmp;   

            } 

            else { 

              $watts_reduction = 0; 

            } 

          }   

        }             

      }      

      elseif ($mode =='app3') { 

        for($j=0 ; $j<24 ; $j++) { 

          $tmp = $prior['schedule_watts'][2][$j]; 

          if($tmp == 0 || $watts_reduction == 0) { 

            $users[$key]['proposal_reduction'][2][$j]=$tmp; 

          }  

          else { 

            if($watts_reduction > $tmp) { 

              $watts_reduction = $watts_reduction - $tmp;   

            } 

            else { 

              $watts_reduction = 0; 

            } 

          }   

        }           

      }        
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      elseif ($mode =='app4') { 

        for($j=0 ; $j<24 ; $j++) { 

          $tmp = $prior['schedule_watts'][3][$j]; 

          if($tmp == 0 || $watts_reduction == 0) { 

            $users[$key]['proposal_reduction'][3][$j]=$tmp; 

          }  

          else { 

            if($watts_reduction > $tmp) { 

              $watts_reduction = $watts_reduction - $tmp;   

            } 

            else { 

              $watts_reduction = 0; 

            } 

          }   

        }       

      }           

      elseif ($mode =='app5') { 

        for($j=0 ; $j<24 ; $j++) { 

          $tmp = $prior['schedule_watts'][4][$j]; 

          if($tmp == 0 || $watts_reduction == 0) { 

            $users[$key]['proposal_reduction'][4][$j]=$tmp; 

          }  

          else { 

            if($watts_reduction > $tmp) { 

              $watts_reduction = $watts_reduction - $tmp;   

            } 

            else { 

              $watts_reduction = 0; 

            } 

          }   

        }           

      }        

      elseif ($mode =='app6') { 

        for($j=0 ; $j<24 ; $j++) { 

          $tmp = $prior['schedule_watts'][5][$j]; 

          if($tmp == 0 || $watts_reduction == 0) { 

            $users[$key]['proposal_reduction'][5][$j]=$tmp; 

          }  

          else { 

            if($watts_reduction > $tmp) { 

              $watts_reduction = $watts_reduction - $tmp;   

            } 

            else { 

              $watts_reduction = 0; 

            } 

          }   

        } 

      }         

      elseif ($mode =='app7') { 

        for($j=0 ; $j<24 ; $j++) { 

          $tmp = $prior['schedule_watts'][6][$j]; 

          if($tmp == 0 || $watts_reduction == 0) { 

            $users[$key]['proposal_reduction'][6][$j]=$tmp; 

          }  

          else { 

            if($watts_reduction > $tmp) { 

               $watts_reduction = $watts_reduction - $tmp;   

            } 

            else { 

              $watts_reduction = 0; 

            } 

          }   

        } 

      }         

      else { 

        print_r("WARNING: no matches in proposal_reduction!"); 

      } 

      $mode = prev($prior['app']);  

    } 

    $watts_reduction = $prices[24]['price'] * 70900; //17500W 

  }  

  //print_r($users); 

   /********************************************************************/ 

   

   /********************************************************************/ 

   /*                                                                  */ 

   /*              P  A  I  N  T  I  N  G      D  A  T  A              */ 



 

 

 

    

   /*                                                                  */ 

   /********************************************************************/ 

   

   // podem trobar documentacio sobre les opcions que te la funcio per pintar la taula 

   // a la seguent URL http://api.drupal.org/api/drupal/includes--

theme.inc/function/theme_table 

   

   //  print_r($total_watts); 

   //  print_r($max_price); 

   //  print_r($hours_max_price); 

   //  print_r($prices); 

   //  print_r($users); 

   //  print_r($users[$result->uid]['app'][6]); /*low prior*/ 

   //  print_r($users[$result->uid]['app']); /*array prior*/ 

   //  print_r($users[$result->uid]['app'][0]); /*high prior*/ 

  

   

  //results array declaration 

  $results1 = array(); 

  $results2 = array(); 

  $results3 = array(); 

  $results4 = array(); 

  $results_app1 = array(); 

  $results_app2 = array(); 

  $results_app3 = array(); 

  $results_app4 = array(); 

  $results_app5 = array(); 

  $results_app6 = array(); 

  $results_user_prices = array(); 

  //results array declaration 

   

  $results1['watts'][0] = 'Total watts'; 

  foreach ($total_watts as $watts) { 

    $results1['watts'][] = $watts; 

  } 

   

  $results1['prices'][0] = 'Prices (&euro;)'; 

  foreach ($prices as $key => $price) { 

       

   /* if ($key > 24) { 

      break; 

    } */ 

       

    if($key == 24){ 

      $results1['prices'][] = $average_price; 

      break; 

    } 

    $results1['prices'][] = $price['price']; 

  } 

   

  foreach ($users as $user) { 

    $results2[$user['user']['uid']][0] = $user['user']['name']; 

    //table3 

    $results3[$user['user']['uid']][0] = $user['user']['name']; 

    //table3 

    $results4[$user['user']['uid']][0] = $user['user']['name']; 

    //results_app1 to results_app7 

    $results_app1[$user['user']['uid']][0] = $user['user']['name'] . ' app1'; 

    $results_app2[$user['user']['uid']][0] = $user['user']['name'] . ' app2'; 

    $results_app3[$user['user']['uid']][0] = $user['user']['name'] . ' app3'; 

    $results_app4[$user['user']['uid']][0] = $user['user']['name'] . ' app4'; 

    $results_app5[$user['user']['uid']][0] = $user['user']['name'] . ' app5'; 

    $results_app6[$user['user']['uid']][0] = $user['user']['name'] . ' app6'; 

    $results_app7[$user['user']['uid']][0] = $user['user']['name'] . ' app7'; 

    //results_app2 to results_app7 

    //reduction proposal 

    $results_app1_reduction[$user['user']['uid']][0] = $user['user']['name'] . ' app1'; 

    $results_app2_reduction[$user['user']['uid']][0] = $user['user']['name'] . ' app2'; 

    $results_app3_reduction[$user['user']['uid']][0] = $user['user']['name'] . ' app3'; 

    $results_app4_reduction[$user['user']['uid']][0] = $user['user']['name'] . ' app4'; 

    $results_app5_reduction[$user['user']['uid']][0] = $user['user']['name'] . ' app5'; 

    $results_app6_reduction[$user['user']['uid']][0] = $user['user']['name'] . ' app6'; 

    $results_app7_reduction[$user['user']['uid']][0] = $user['user']['name'] . ' app7';     

    //reduction proposal 

    //results_user_prices 

    $results_user_prices[$user['user']['uid']][0] = $user['user']['name']; 
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    //results_user_prices 

     

    foreach ($user['total_schedule_watts'] as $total_watts) { 

      $results2[$user['user']['uid']][] = $total_watts; 

    } 

     

    foreach ($user['app'] as $app) { 

      $results3[$user['user']['uid']][] = $app; 

    } 

     

    foreach ($user['app'] as $key => $app){ 

      if($app=='app1')   

      $results4[$user['user']['uid']][1] = $key + 1;   

    } 

    foreach ($user['app'] as $key => $app){ 

      if($app=='app2') 

      $results4[$user['user']['uid']][2] = $key + 1;           

    } 

    foreach ($user['app'] as $key => $app){ 

      if($app=='app3') 

      $results4[$user['user']['uid']][3] = $key + 1;           

    } 

    foreach ($user['app'] as $key => $app){ 

      if($app=='app4') 

      $results4[$user['user']['uid']][4] = $key + 1;         

    } 

    foreach ($user['app'] as $key => $app){ 

      if($app=='app5') 

      $results4[$user['user']['uid']][5] = $key + 1;         

    } 

    foreach ($user['app'] as $key => $app){ 

      if($app=='app6') 

      $results4[$user['user']['uid']][6] = $key + 1;            

    } 

    foreach ($user['app'] as $key => $app){ 

      if ($app=='app7') 

      $results4[$user['user']['uid']][7] = $key + 1;          

    } 

    //from results_app1 to results_app7 

    foreach ($user['schedule_watts'][0] as $total_watts) { 

      $results_app1[$user['user']['uid']][] = $total_watts; 

    } 

    foreach ($user['schedule_watts'][1] as $total_watts) { 

      $results_app2[$user['user']['uid']][] = $total_watts; 

    } 

    foreach ($user['schedule_watts'][2] as $total_watts) { 

      $results_app3[$user['user']['uid']][] = $total_watts; 

    } 

    foreach ($user['schedule_watts'][3] as $total_watts) { 

      $results_app4[$user['user']['uid']][] = $total_watts; 

    } 

    foreach ($user['schedule_watts'][4] as $total_watts) { 

      $results_app5[$user['user']['uid']][] = $total_watts; 

    } 

    foreach ($user['schedule_watts'][5] as $total_watts) { 

      $results_app6[$user['user']['uid']][] = $total_watts; 

    } 

    foreach ($user['schedule_watts'][6] as $total_watts) { 

      $results_app7[$user['user']['uid']][] = $total_watts; 

    } 

    //from results_app1 to results_app7 

    //results reduction 

    foreach ($user['proposal_reduction'][0] as $reduce) { 

      $results_app1_reduction[$user['user']['uid']][] = $reduce; 

    } 

    foreach ($user['proposal_reduction'][1] as $reduce) { 

      $results_app2_reduction[$user['user']['uid']][] = $reduce; 

    } 

    foreach ($user['proposal_reduction'][2] as $reduce) { 

      $results_app3_reduction[$user['user']['uid']][] = $reduce; 

    } 

    foreach ($user['proposal_reduction'][3] as $reduce) { 

      $results_app4_reduction[$user['user']['uid']][] = $reduce; 

    } 

    foreach ($user['proposal_reduction'][4] as $reduce) { 

      $results_app5_reduction[$user['user']['uid']][] = $reduce; 

    } 



 

 

 

    

    foreach ($user['proposal_reduction'][5] as $reduce) { 

      $results_app6_reduction[$user['user']['uid']][] = $reduce; 

    } 

    foreach ($user['proposal_reduction'][6] as $reduce) { 

      $results_app7_reduction[$user['user']['uid']][] = $reduce; 

    } 

    //results reduction 

    //results_user_prices 

    foreach ($user['total_schedule_prices'] as $total_prices) { 

      $results_user_prices[$user['user']['uid']][] = $total_prices; 

    } 

    //results_user_prices 

     

  } 

 

  //header_table1 

  $header_table1 = array('general'); 

  for ($i = 0; $i < 25; $i++) { 

    if ($i < 9) { 

      $header_table1_text = '0' . $i . ':00 - 0' . ($i + 1) . ':00'; 

      $header_table1[] = $header_table1_text; 

    } 

    elseif ($i == 9) { 

      $header_table1[] = '0' . $i . ':00 - ' . ($i + 1) . ':00'; 

    } 

    elseif ($i == 24) { 

      $header_table1[] = 'average day'; 

    } 

    else { 

      $header_table1[] = $i . ':00 - ' . ($i + 1) . ':00';       

    } 

  }    

  //header_table1   

  //header_table2 

  $header_table2 = array('total watts'); 

  for ($i = 0; $i < 25; $i++) { 

    if ($i < 9) { 

      $header_table2_text = '0' . $i . ':00 - 0' . ($i + 1) . ':00'; 

      $header_table2[] = $header_table2_text; 

    } 

    elseif ($i == 9) { 

      $header_table2[] = '0' . $i . ':00 - ' . ($i + 1) . ':00'; 

    } 

    elseif ($i == 24) { 

      $header_table2[] = 'total day'; 

    } 

    else { 

      $header_table2[] = $i . ':00 - ' . ($i + 1) . ':00';       

    } 

  }  

  //header_table2 

   

  $header_table3 = array('Priorities by number'); 

  for ($i = 1; $i < 8; $i++) { 

    $header_table3[] = $i; 

  } 

  $header_table4 = array('Priorities by appliance'); 

  for ($i = 1; $i < 8; $i++) { 

    $header_table4[] = 'app' . $i; 

  } 

   

  //header app1 to app7 

  $header = array('app watts'); 

  for ($i = 0; $i < 24; $i++) { 

    if ($i < 9) { 

      $header_text = '0' . $i . ':00 - 0' . ($i + 1) . ':00'; 

      $header[] = $header_text; 

    } 

    elseif ($i == 9) { 

      $header[] = '0' . $i . ':00 - ' . ($i + 1) . ':00'; 

    } 

    else { 

      $header[] = $i . ':00 - ' . ($i + 1) . ':00';       

    } 

  }  

  //header app1 to app7 
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  //header_reduction 

  $header_reduction = array('proposal reduction'); 

  for ($i = 0; $i < 24; $i++) { 

    if ($i < 9) { 

      $header_text_reduction = '0' . $i . ':00 - 0' . ($i + 1) . ':00'; 

      $header_reduction[] = $header_text_reduction; 

    } 

    elseif ($i == 9) { 

      $header_reduction[] = '0' . $i . ':00 - ' . ($i + 1) . ':00'; 

    } 

    else { 

      $header_reduction[] = $i . ':00 - ' . ($i + 1) . ':00';       

    } 

  }    

  //header_reduction 

  //header user_prices 

  $header_user_prices = array('Prices (&euro;)'); 

  for ($i = 0; $i < 25; $i++) { 

    if ($i < 9) { 

      $header_user_prices_text = '0' . $i . ':00 - 0' . ($i + 1) . ':00'; 

      $header_user_prices[] = $header_user_prices_text; 

    } 

    elseif ($i == 9) { 

      $header_user_prices[] = '0' . $i . ':00 - ' . ($i + 1) . ':00'; 

    } 

    elseif ($i == 24) { 

      $header_user_prices[] = 'total (&euro;)'; 

    } 

    else { 

      $header_user_prices[] = $i . ':00 - ' . ($i + 1) . ':00';       

    } 

  }  

  //header user_prices 

   

  $table1 = array( 

    'header' => $header_table1, 

    'rows' => $results1, 

  ); 

  $table2 = array( 

    'header' => $header_table2, 

    'rows' => $results2, 

  ); 

  $table3 = array( 

    'header' => $header_table3, 

    'rows' => $results3, 

  ); 

   $table4 = array( 

    'header' => $header_table4, 

    'rows' => $results4, 

  ); 

   //table_app1 to table_app7 

   $table_app1 = array( 

    'header' => $header, 

    'rows' => $results_app1, 

  ); 

   $table_app2 = array( 

    'header' => $header, 

    'rows' => $results_app2, 

  ); 

   $table_app3 = array( 

    'header' => $header, 

    'rows' => $results_app3, 

  ); 

   $table_app4 = array( 

    'header' => $header, 

    'rows' => $results_app4, 

  ); 

   $table_app5 = array( 

    'header' => $header, 

    'rows' => $results_app5, 

  ); 

   $table_app6 = array( 

    'header' => $header, 

    'rows' => $results_app6, 

  ); 

   $table_app7 = array( 

    'header' => $header, 



 

 

 

    

    'rows' => $results_app7, 

  ); 

  //table_app1 to table_app7 

  //table_user_prices 

  $table_user_prices = array( 

    'header' => $header_user_prices, 

    'rows' => $results_user_prices, 

  );  

  //table_user_prices 

 

  $table1_print = theme('table', $table1); 

  $table2_print = theme('table', $table2); 

  //table_user_prices_print 

  $table_user_prices_print = theme('table', $table_user_prices); 

  //table_user_prices_print 

  //priorities 

  $table3_print = theme('table', $table3); 

  $table4_print = theme('table', $table4); 

  //priorities 

  //proposal 

  $table_app1_reduction = array( 

    'header' => $header_reduction, 

    'rows' => $results_app1_reduction, 

  ); 

  $table_app2_reduction = array( 

    'header' => $header_reduction, 

    'rows' => $results_app2_reduction, 

  ); 

  $table_app3_reduction = array( 

    'header' => $header_reduction, 

    'rows' => $results_app3_reduction, 

  ); 

  $table_app4_reduction = array( 

    'header' => $header_reduction, 

    'rows' => $results_app4_reduction, 

  ); 

  $table_app5_reduction = array( 

    'header' => $header_reduction, 

    'rows' => $results_app5_reduction, 

  ); 

  $table_app6_reduction = array( 

    'header' => $header_reduction, 

    'rows' => $results_app6_reduction, 

  ); 

  $table_app7_reduction = array( 

    'header' => $header_reduction, 

    'rows' => $results_app7_reduction, 

  );   

  //proposal 

  //table_app1_print to table_app7_print 

  $table_app1_print = theme('table', $table_app1); 

  $table_app2_print = theme('table', $table_app2); 

  $table_app3_print = theme('table', $table_app3); 

  $table_app4_print = theme('table', $table_app4); 

  $table_app5_print = theme('table', $table_app5); 

  $table_app6_print = theme('table', $table_app6); 

  $table_app7_print = theme('table', $table_app7); 

  //table_app2_print to table_app7_print 

  $table_app1_reduction_print = theme('table', $table_app1_reduction); 

  $table_app2_reduction_print = theme('table', $table_app2_reduction); 

  $table_app3_reduction_print = theme('table', $table_app3_reduction); 

  $table_app4_reduction_print = theme('table', $table_app4_reduction); 

  $table_app5_reduction_print = theme('table', $table_app5_reduction); 

  $table_app6_reduction_print = theme('table', $table_app6_reduction); 

  $table_app7_reduction_print = theme('table', $table_app7_reduction); 

   

  //return $table1_print . "<br /><br />" . $table2_print . "<br /><br />" . 

$table_user_prices_print . "<br /><br />" . $table3_print . "<br /><br />" . 

$table4_print . "<br /><br />" . $table_app1_print . "<br /><br />" . $table_app2_print 

. "<br /><br />" . $table_app3_print . "<br /><br />" . $table_app4_print . "<br /><br 

/>" . $table_app5_print . "<br /><br />" . $table_app6_print . "<br /><br />" . 

$table_app7_print . "<br /><br />" . $table_app1_reduction_print . "<br /><br />" . 

$table_app2_reduction_print . "<br /><br />" . $table_app3_reduction_print . "<br /><br 

/>" . $table_app4_reduction_print . "<br /><br />" . $table_app5_reduction_print . "<br 

/><br />" . $table_app6_reduction_print . "<br /><br />" . $table_app7_reduction_print; 

} 
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A.3. Data process 

0.27Array 

( 

[0] => 9 

[1] => 10 

[2] => 14 

[3] => 15 

[4] => 16 

) 

Array 

( 

[0] => Array 

( 

[price] => 0.1 

) 

[1] => Array 

( 

[price] => 0.1 

) 

[2] => Array 

( 

[price] => 0.1 

) 

[3] => Array 

( 

[price] => 0.15 

) 

[4] => Array 

( 

[price] => 0.15 

) 

[5] => Array 

( 

[price] => 0.16 

) 

[6] => Array 

( 

[price] => 0.16 

) 

[7] => Array 

( 

[price] => 0.1 

) 

[8] => Array 

( 

[price] => 0.17 

) 

[9] => Array 

( 

[price] => 0.27 

) 

[10] => Array 

( 

[price] => 0.27 

) 

[11] => Array 

( 

[price] => 0.17 

) 

[12] => Array 

( 

[price] => 0.17 

) 

[13] => Array 

( 

[price] => 0.17 

) 

[14] => Array 

( 

[price] => 0.27 

) 

[15] => Array 

( 

[price] => 0.27 



 

 

 

    

) 

[16] => Array 

( 

[price] => 0.27 

) 

[17] => Array 

( 

[price] => 0.25 

) 

[18] => Array 

( 

[price] => 0.25 

) 

[19] => Array 

( 

[price] => 0.16 

) 

[20] => Array 

( 

[price] => 0.16 

) 

[21] => Array 

( 

[price] => 0.16 

) 

[22] => Array 

( 

[price] => 0.2 

) 

[23] => Array 

( 

[price] => 0.2 

) 

[24] => Array 

( 

[price] => 0.25 

) 

[25] => Array 

( 

[price] => 0.15 

) 

) 

Array 

( 

… 

[12] => Array 

( 

[user] => Array 

( 

[uid] => 12 

[name] => player3 

) 

[app] => Array 

( 

[0] => app2 

[1] => app4 

[2] => app6 

[3] => app3 

[4] => app1 

[5] => app5 

[6] => app7 

) 

[watts] => Array 

( 

[0] => 150 

[1] => 450 

[2] => 500 

[3] => 300 

[4] => 250 

[5] => 450 

[6] => 400 

) 

[schedule] => Array 

( 

[0] => Array 

( 
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[0] => off 

[1] => off 

[2] => off 

[3] => off 

[4] => off 

[5] => off 

[6] => on 

[7] => on 

[8] => on 

[9] => on 

[10] => on 

[11] => on 

[12] => on 

[13] => off 

[14] => off 

[15] => off 

[16] => off 

[17] => off 

[18] => on 

[19] => on 

[20] => on 

[21] => off 

[22] => off 

[23] => off 

) 

[1] => Array 

( 

[0] => on 

[1] => on 

[2] => on 

[3] => off 

[4] => off 

[5] => off 

[6] => off 

[7] => off 

[8] => off 

[9] => off 

[10] => off 

[11] => off 

[12] => off 

[13] => off 

[14] => off 

[15] => off 

[16] => off 

[17] => on 

[18] => on 

[19] => on 

[20] => on 

[21] => on 

[22] => on 

[23] => on 

) 

… 

 [6] => Array 

( 

[0] => off 

[1] => off 

[2] => off 

[3] => off 

[4] => off 

[5] => off 

[6] => on 

[7] => on 

[8] => on 

[9] => on 

[10] => off 

[11] => off 

[12] => off 

[13] => off 

[14] => off 

[15] => off 

[16] => off 

[17] => on 

[18] => on 

[19] => on 

[20] => on 

[21] => off 



 

 

 

    

[22] => off 

[23] => off 

) 

) 

[schedule_watts] => Array 

( 

[0] => Array 

( 

[0] => 0 

[1] => 0 

[2] => 0 

[3] => 0 

[4] => 0 

[5] => 0 

[6] => 150 

[7] => 150 

[8] => 150 

[9] => 150 

[10] => 150 

[11] => 150 

[12] => 150 

[13] => 0 

[14] => 0 

[15] => 0 

[16] => 0 

[17] => 0 

[18] => 150 

[19] => 150 

[20] => 150 

[21] => 0 

[22] => 0 

[23] => 0 

) 

[1] => Array 

( 

[0] => 450 

[1] => 450 

[2] => 450 

[3] => 0 

[4] => 0 

[5] => 0 

[6] => 0 

[7] => 0 

[8] => 0 

[9] => 0 

[10] => 0 

[11] => 0 

[12] => 0 

[13] => 0 

[14] => 0 

[15] => 0 

[16] => 0 

[17] => 450 

[18] => 450 

[19] => 450 

[20] => 450 

[21] => 450 

[22] => 450 

[23] => 450 

) 

… 

 [6] => Array 

( 

[0] => 0 

[1] => 0 

[2] => 0 

[3] => 0 

[4] => 0 

[5] => 0 

[6] => 400 

[7] => 400 

[8] => 400 

[9] => 400 

[10] => 0 

[11] => 0 

[12] => 0 
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[13] => 0 

[14] => 0 

[15] => 0 

[16] => 0 

[17] => 400 

[18] => 400 

[19] => 400 

[20] => 400 

[21] => 0 

[22] => 0 

[23] => 0 

) 

) 

[total_schedule_watts] => Array 

( 

[0] => 450 

[1] => 450 

[2] => 450 

[6] => 550 

[7] => 550 

[8] => 550 

[9] => 550 

[10] => 450 

[11] => 450 

[12] => 900 

[13] => 750 

[14] => 1000 

[15] => 1050 

[16] => 1050 

[17] => 1600 

[18] => 1250 

[19] => 2000 

[20] => 2000 

[21] => 1150 

[22] => 700 

[23] => 1200 

) 

[total_schedule_prices] => Array 

( 

[0] => 45 

[1] => 45 

[2] => 45 

[6] => 88 

[7] => 55 

[8] => 93.5 

[9] => 148.5 

[10] => 121.5 

[11] => 76.5 

[12] => 153 

[13] => 127.5 

[14] => 270 

[15] => 283.5 

[16] => 283.5 

[17] => 400 

[18] => 312.5 

[19] => 320 

[20] => 320 

[21] => 184 

[22] => 140 

[23] => 240 

) 

) 

) 

Array 

( 

[0] => 800 

[1] => 800 

[2] => 800 

[3] => 350 

[4] => 350 

[5] => 1150 

[6] => 2700 

[7] => 4400 

[8] => 4900 

… 

  [23] => 2050 

) 



 

 

 

    

B. Survey 

Below are a series of short questions divided into four sections so you can give your 

point of view on smart grid issues, your current habits and consumption 

preferences. This survey is completely anonymous and is part of the Master Thesis 

"Innovative demand response services for smart grid" done in the UPC (Polytechnic 

University of Catalonia) and conducted by Jordi Vallcorba Oronos. Thank you in 

advance for your participation. 

Block 1. General Information 

1. Gender 

Select one of the following options 

 Female 

 Male 

2. Age 

Select one of the following options 

 Under 18 

 Between 18 and 25 years 

 Between 26 and 35 years 

 Between 36 and 45 years 

 Between 46 and 55 years 

 More than 55 years 

3. Education level 

Select one of the following options 

 Secondary education uncompleted 

 Secondary education completed (ESO or equivalent) 

 High School or Intermediate Vocational course 

 Upper Vocational course 

 Bachelor’s Degree. Technical Architect/Engineer 

 Master’s Degree. Senior Architect/Engineer 

 PhD or postgraduate studies 

4. Monthly net income 

Select one of the following options 

 No income 
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 Less than 500 euros 

 Between 500 and 1.000 euros 

 Between 1.000 and 1.500 euros 

 Between 1.500 and 2.000 euros 

 Between 2.000 and 2.500 euros 

 Between 2.500 and 3.000 euros 

 Over 3.000 euros 

Block 2: Degree of connectivity 

5. Do you have Internet at home? 

Select one of the following options 

 Yes 

 No 

6. Do you have mobile internet (Tablets, smartphones, etc.)? 

Select one of the following options 

 Yes 

 No 

7. Do you have a profile account on social networks such as Twitter and/or 

Facebook? 

Select one of the following options 

 Yes, in both of them 

 On Facebook, but not on Twitter 

 On Twitter, but not on Facebook 

 On none of them, but I do on other/s 

 No, I do not have any social network profile 

8. How often do you access on social networks? 

Select one of the following options 

 More than twice a day 

 Daily 

 Once a week 

 Once a month 

 I do not have any social network profile 

9. Do you use the Internet an average of more than 10 hours per week? 

Select one of the following options 



 

 

 

    

 Yes 

 No 

Block 3: Electricity Consumption 

DID YOU KNOW...?  

The electricity generated by power plants is essentially non-storable, which implies 

that it must be generated at the instant that it is demanded, thus requiring 

constant balancing of supply and demand.  

AND THE BALANCING IS ALWAYS POSSIBLE?  

Generally yes, although it is becoming more complex. The electricity demand of 

households and companies is not constant and varies considerably over time, 

seasonally, daily and even hourly. Moreover, with the incorporation of renewable 

energy sources (solar, wind, hydro, etc.) it is even more difficult to balance, 

because they are intermittent energies (depends on the weather: sun, wind, water 

... to generate energy). Also, it is expected that with the advent of electric vehicles 

in the society, electricity demand will increase further. All these factors demand the 

need for a more reliable power system, sustainable, integrate renewable energy 

sources effectively, thereby creating a more sustainable economy and low CO2 

emissions. 

10. Do you know the current electricity tariff you have at home? 

Select one of the following options 

 Yes, TUR (Electricity tariff of last resort) WITH 3-peak periods 

 Yes, TUR (Electricity tariff of last resort) WITH 2-peak periods 

 Yes, TUR (Electricity tariff of last resort) WITHOUT time discrimination 

 Yes, electricity tariff contracted with a retailer company in the free market 

WITH time discrimination 

 Yes, electricity tariff contracted with a retailer company in the free market 

WITHOUT time discrimination 

 Do not know 

11. You think your home electricity average consumption is: 

Select one of the following options 

 Very High 

 High 

 Moderate 

 Low 
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 Very low 

WHAT IS SMART GRID?  

Thanks to the Information Technology and Communication (ICT) and the 

liberalization of the electricity market, the global energy distribution is being 

transformed, with innovations such as the smart grid. Smart grid is a form of 

efficient management of the electricity which uses computer technology to optimize 

the production and distribution of electricity in order to efficiently balance supply 

and demand between producers and consumers.  

HOW?  

Using smart meters and devices that interact with consumers in a bidirectional way, 

able to provide detailed billing slots which allow consumers adopt a more active role 

in the network. This system would also allow mapping a more precise consumption 

and anticipate future needs in a local level. Thus, if for some reason (e.g. 

unexpected peak demand, system contingencies, etc.) the costs to meet demand at 

that particular time (event) were very high, retailer companies could send 

informational messages encouraging consumers to reduce their electricity 

consumption during that event, rewarding consumers with discounts on their 

electric bill or much lower prices in hours before or after such event. 

12. Do you think knowing your electricity consumption and prices per hour 

in a more transparent way, would it help changing your habits? 

Select one of the following options 

 Totally agree 

 Quite agree 

 Partially agree 

 Neither agree nor disagree 

 Partially disagree 

 Quite disagree 

 Totally disagree 

Block 4: Changing consumption 

TOOLS FOR CHANGING CONSUMPTION 

As already specified, one way is via prices, informing consumers of different prices 

depending on schedule settings. These prices tend to be more expensive in slots 

where consumption of the population is higher. Also, an alternative way is through 

disconnection orders, signing an additional contract with the retailer company. This 

contract consists in obtaining an additional discount on their electric bill for 



 

 

 

    

accepting   to disconnect some electrical loads in their home (appliances such as 

heater, air conditioning, etc.) at a particular time, until their electricity consumption 

become lower than a specified threshold. Consumers can choose those loads that 

are willing to disconnect. 

13. After reading the general operation and thinking about how I might 

use it, I think I am going to consume less electricity. 

Select one of the following options 

 Totally agree 

 Quite agree 

 Partially agree 

 Neither agree nor disagree 

 Partially disagree 

 Quite disagree 

 Totally disagree 

14. After reading the general operation and thinking about how I might 

use it, I think I am going to save money on my electric bill. 

Select one of the following options 

 Totally agree 

 Quite agree 

 Partially agree 

 Neither agree nor disagree 

 Partially disagree 

 Quite disagree 

 Totally disagree 

15. Would you be willing to receive a daily message from the retailer 

company (either disconnection or pricing information)? 

Select one of the following options 

 Totally agree 

 Quite agree 

 Partially agree 

 Neither agree nor disagree 

 Partially disagree 

 Quite disagree 

 Totally disagree 
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16. What is the minimum beforehand with which you would be willing to 

receive such messages? 

Select one of the following options 

 A week 

 More than one day 

 A few hours 

 One or two hours 

 Less than one hour 

 A few minutes 

17. Would you consider change the hours of use of the following electrical 

appliances to save money? 

Select one of the following options for each device 

a. Washing machine 

 Yes  

 Not sure  

 No 

b. Clothes dryer 

 Yes  

 Not sure  

 No 

c. Dishwasher 

 Yes  

 Not sure  

 No  

d. Air conditioning 

 Yes  

 Not sure  

 No 

e. Heater/Radiator 

 Yes  

 Not sure  

 No 

  



 

 

 

    

f. Microwave 

 Yes  

 Not sure  

 No 

g. Oven 

 Yes  

 Not sure  

 No 

h. Computer 

 Yes  

 Not sure  

 No 

i. TV 

 Yes  

 Not sure  

 No 

j. Electric Car 

 Yes  

 Not sure  

 No 

18. Overall, I like the idea that consumers have more information and 

adopt a more active role in energy management.  

Select one of the following options 

 Totally agree 

 Quite agree 

 Partially agree 

 Neither agree nor disagree 

 Partially disagree 

 Quite disagree 

 Totally disagree 
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